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Abstract9

The explosion of data throughout the biomedical sciences provides unprecedented opportunities to learn about
the dynamics of evolution and disease progression, but harnessing these large and diverse datasets remains
challenging. Here, we describe a highly generalisable statistical platform to infer the dynamic pathways by which
many, potentially interacting, discrete traits are acquired or lost over time in biomedical systems. The platform
uses HyperTraPS (hypercubic transition path sampling) to learn progression pathways from cross-sectional, lon-
gitudinal, or phylogenetically-linked data with unprecedented efficiency, readily distinguishing multiple compet-
ing pathways, and identifying the most parsimonious mechanisms underlying given observations. Its Bayesian
structure quantifies uncertainty in pathway structure and allows interpretable predictions of behaviours, such
as which symptom a patient will acquire next. We exploit the model’s topology to provide visualisation tools for
intuitive assessment of multiple, variable pathways. We apply the method to ovarian cancer progression and
the evolution of multidrug resistance in tuberculosis, demonstrating its power to reveal previously undetected
dynamic pathways.
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1. Introduction12

Many problems in biology, medicine, and throughout the sciences involve the serial stochastic acquisition13

of discrete features or traits. These traits may be, for example, the symptoms experienced by a patient during14

progressive diseases, the genetic and physiological features underlying cancer progression, or the acquisition15

of drug-resistance traits in pathogens. Understanding the dynamics of these processes has the potential to16

inform targetted therapies, reveal biological mechanisms, and predict future behaviours, and has been an open17

challenge throughout the data explosion in biomedical sciences (Colijn et al., 2017).18

Existing methods to reconstruct the past, and predict the future, of processes involving discrete trait acquisi-19

tion have emerged from both the cancer science and evolutionary literatures. In the cancer field, disease-related20

alterations are classified as progressive ‘hallmarks’ (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000, 2011). Several approaches,21

reviewed in Beerenwinkel et al. (2015), utilise computational methods for understanding the way in which can-22

cer progresses via hallmarks at the genetic level (Schwartz and Schäffer, 2017). These methods range from23

stochastic models employing Markov chains for acquisition on graphs such as in Hjelm et al. (2006), to Bayesian24

network approaches where trees, forests or directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) are to be inferred from the data25

(Szabo and Boucher, 2002; Beerenwinkel et al., 2007; Gerstung et al., 2009; Loohuis et al., 2014; Ramaz-26

zotti et al., 2015). This field often focusses on independent samples exhibiting differing presence of alterations27

(cross-sectional data) for reconstructing oncogenetic models (Beerenwinkel et al., 2015) to discover progression28

pathways, or potentially causal relationships between markers, in patients.29

Evolutionary and phylogenetic approaches for inferring trait dynamics, by contrast, must account for the relat-30

edness of individuals and the possibility that a given state in a progressive system is inherited from an ancestor.31

Notable models that have attempted to solve this problem have included Simmap (Bollback, 2006), a Markov32

Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) approach sampling character mappings on a phylogeny, Ordermutation (Youn and33

Simon, 2012), and Reversible Jump MCMC (RJ-MCMC) methodology also applied to a master equation formu-34

lation of character dynamics (Pagel and Meade, 2006). Such approaches have been utilised for understanding35
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the evolution of phenotypic traits in populations (Mahler et al., 2010; Watts et al., 2015). In connection with can-36

cer progression, recent modelling approaches aim to reconstructing ‘phylogenetic’ cancer models from sources37

such as single-cell sequencing data (Beerenwinkel et al., 2015; Ross and Markowetz, 2016; Zafar et al., 2017;38

Ramazzotti et al., 2017).39

Challenges remain in applying these algorithms to dissect the dynamics of systems involving many, poten-40

tially coupled, traits. Existing methods may assume a limited number of, or limited interactions between, traits.41

Computational runtime often scales exponentially with the underlying number of traits, and frequently exhibits42

challenging scaling with the number of observations. This scaling limits the applicability of some approaches to43

many forms of biomedical data, particular given modern trends of increasing data volumes and heterogeneity.44

Further, several approaches for inferring disease or evolutionary pathways are rather system-specific. In other45

words, they can process, for example, data on chromosomal aberrations in cancer progression, but are not46

readily generalised to other (or mixed) data types or diseases. This specificity can be a strength, allowing a47

more targetted interpretation, but relies on there being specific interest and funding in a particular disease to48

design a tailored approach for it.49

A recent approach, HyperTraPS (hypercubic transition path sampling) (Johnston and Williams, 2016), aimed50

to address these issues, allowing the inference of the dynamics of many coupled traits from general obser-51

vational data following arbitrary (but known) phylogenetic relationships. HyperTraPS represents progressive52

dynamics as paths on a hypercubic space connecting all possible patterns of trait presence and absence, and53

uses observations of intermediate states to learn the most likely pathways of progress through this space. In54

this way, snapshot data can be used to learn the probabilistic structure of dynamic pathways, which have in turn55

been used to identify the mechanisms underlying the evolutionary dynamics of L = 65 mtDNA genes (Johnston56

and Williams, 2016) and C3 to C4 photosynthesis (Williams et al., 2013).57

To date, HyperTraPS has only been used to address these specific evolutionary questions. However, in the58

current era of large-scale scientific and biomedical data, questions about the structure of dynamic pathways59

are expanding and becoming increasingly pertinent to evolutionary biology and precision medicine. Hypercubic60

inference represents a powerful new way of addressing these questions, but a general platform for its applica-61

tion, interpretation, and visualisation remains absent. Such a platform would provide many advantages over the62

current state of the art: large-scale datasets can be readily analysed, different types of observational data can63

be used (cross-sectional, longitudinal, and/or phylogenetically coupled observations); Bayesian quantification64

of uncertainty and a completely unrestricted set of states and transitions can be applied, and competing path-65

ways and their detailed structure can be resolved and characterised, facilitating the identification of progression66

mechanisms. In principle, any dataset where the relationship of the samples is known or can be inferred is67

amenable to this detailed analytic approach.68

Here, we address this target, presenting a novel and expansive set of methodological developments to allow69

the inference of dynamic pathways from highly general datasets. We embed HyperTraPS in a new and efficient70

platform for parametric inference and model selection, simultaneously allowing Bayesian inference of dynamic71

pathways and the identification of model structures that best describe the dynamics and interactions contained72

within a given set of observations. This model selection simultaneously guards against overfitting and reveal73

mechanistic insights, namely the extent to which interactions between features dictate the dynamics of the74

observed system. Models identified in this way have the strongest power to predict out-of-sample observations,75

which we demonstrate with synthetic and real-world examples, illustrating the predictive power of the approach.76

To further facilitate interpretation of the inference outcomes, we introduce approaches for intuitively visualising77

and comparing the high-dimensional pathways inferred from complex datasets, which may include multiple78

distinct orderings for the acquired traits. While this overall approach is thus highly general, its Bayesian nature79

means that domain-specific knowledge constraining a system’s behaviour can be readily included for a specific80

application. This could include, for example, insight into biological mechanisms that forbids feature A appearing81

before feature B, or that suggests the presence of feature C makes feature D twice as likely.82

We illustrate the performance of these methods in three different scenarios: with synthetic datasets; with83

two datasets on different scales on the progressive acquisition of genetic alterations in ovarian cancer; and84

with a recent large-scale dataset on drug-resistant tuberculosis. In these final two cases we demonstrate and85

discuss several new insights into progression dynamics that the HyperTraPS platform provides. We compare86

this platform to other approaches from the disease progression and evolutionary literatures for trait inference,87

highlighting its intersection between these fields and consequent general power and applicability. We conclude88

by discussing the breadth of applications in the expanding fields of precision medicine, data science, and evolu-89

tionary inference, and provide an open source package for the code.90

2. Results91

2.1. Inferring dynamic pathways involving coupled traits on general state spaces92

HyperTraPS represents every possible state of a system with L features or traits (we use these terms syn-93

onymously here) as a binary string of length L, where 0 and 1 at the ith position correspond respectively to94
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Fig. 1: The HyperTraPS pipeline for learning dynamics underlying cross-sectional and/or longitudinal observations. HyperTraPS
allows dynamic inference with three classes of input data. In each case, presence/absence of traits are labelled with a binary marker, and
temporal relationships between observations (if present) are invoked to represent observed samples as observed transitions. The likelihood
that a given set of edge weights on the underlying hypercubic transition network will give rise to the observed transitions can be calculated
efficiently using a path sampling approach (coloured lines). Each illustrative hypercube corresponds to a dataset, with colour coded curved
edges and states showing the possible paths that can be taken to reach observed samples. Embedding this likelihood calculation in a
Bayesian inference scheme allows posterior weights on inferred transition graphs to be computed, constituting a complete characterisation
of the dynamic systems. In the final, visualisation step, the inferred transition graph is embedded and plotted, with edge widths and vertex
areas are proportional to the posterior weighting, vertices coloured according to whether they reflect observed (orange) or hidden (blue)
states, and paths labelled by the progressive acquisition of features.
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absence or presence of the ith trait. Traits are acquired stochastically and irreversibly, according to transition95

probabilities linking states on a hypercubic transition graph (Fig. 1). We consider instances of an evolving or pro-96

gressing system as an ensemble of random walkers on this graph. As in a hidden Markov model Murphy (2012),97

observations are assumed to arise through signals randomly emitted by these walkers; a signal corresponds to98

the current set of acquired traits of the random walker. The task at the core of HyperTraPS is to compute the99

likelihood of observing a set of emissions that match the transitions in a dataset, given a parameterisation W100

describing the transition probabilities on the edges of the hypercube.101

In STAR Methods, Fig. 1, and Supplementary Figure S1 , we outline the HyperTraPS algorithm to estimate102

this likelihood given a set of observations. As Fig. 1 illustrates, these observations can be independent and103

cross-sectional (for example, single snapshots of symptom presence/absence in independent patients), longi-104

tudinal (for example, time series of symptom presence/absence in the same patients over time), and/or phylo-105

genetically related (for example, evolving traits which may be inherited from ancestor to descendent). Cross-106

sectional and longitudinal data structures involve many independent evolutionary processes running in parallel;107

phylogenetic data structures involve an initially single process that may branch, with different branches sub-108

sequently evolving independently. In contrast to previous approaches (Johnston and Williams, 2016; Williams109

et al., 2013), we embed the core likelihood calculation in an auxilary pseudo-marginal MCMC (APM MCMC)110

framework (Murray and Graham, 2015) to allow more efficient Bayesian inference of the hypercubic transition111

network supporting the observed dynamics. The APM MCMC embedding overcomes potential issues arising112

from uncertainty in the likelihood estimates for long pathway calculations (STAR Methods), better guaranteeing113

that the MCMC process will mix well and converge to a consistent posterior in the case of large, sparse inference114

challenges. For example, in the ovarian cancer inference presented below, the APM embedding reduced the115

characteristic MCMC mixing time by a factor of 5. APM MCMC makes it possible to address systems involving116

dozens of sparsely sampled traits, as we demonstrate below.117

The next important consideration in this inference process is how this transition network is parameterised.118

Individually parameterising each of L2L−1 hypercubic edges represents a substantial inference challenge for119

(likely) very little model fit reward. Instead, we propose a hierarchy of parameter representations (Supplementary120

Figure S2 ; STAR Methods). For the zero order model every feature has equal probability of acquisition. All121

edges on the transition network thus have the same weight, requiring no parameters. In the first order model,122

every feature has an independent acquisition probability regardless of current state. Transition edge weights123

between two states are thus exclusively determined by the trait that distinguished the two states (requiring k = L124

parameters). In the second order model, every feature’s acquisition probability depends independently on the125

presence of each other feature. Transition edge weights between two states thus depend on the distinguishing126

trait and the presence/absence of each other trait (requiring L2 parameters; as in (Johnston and Williams,127

2016)). Higher order models, including the full L2L−1 set naturally follow, introducing more complex interactions128

between the co-occurrence of features (as in Williams et al. (2013)). The appropriate choice of parameterisation129

is dictated by the generative processes underlying the observed data; if trait acquisitions are independent, the130

parsimonious first-order model is more appropriate; if traits interact pairwise, the second-order model will be131

required to capture the dynamics. A given dataset may be best described by an intermediate representation132

between two of these cases.133

To identify the optimal parameter representation for a given dataset, we introduce methods for regularising134

the inferred model parameterisations (see STAR Methods), allowing the appropriate choice of model structure135

to describe the observed data and a means of generating maximum likelihood parameterisations without over-136

fitting. As we demonstrate below, the regularisation process allows us to distinguish simple cases, where all137

dynamics can be described by traits behaving independently, from more complex cases where the acquisition138

of one or more traits influences the probability of acquisition of other traits. This combination of an efficient and139

general inference platform, a process for model selection, and a new toolbox for visualising and interpreting in-140

ferred posteriors, allows us for the first time to apply HyperTraPS to a dramatically expanded range of biomedical141

questions.142

2.2. Inference of pathways from synthetic data143

To illustrate the ability of HyperTraPS to characterise dynamics from independent cross-sectional samples,144

we constructed two cross-sectional datasets with different underlying progressions. The first (D1; Fig. 2A(i))145

involves samples taken uniformly from each state along a single trajectory, where features are accumulated146

from left to right. For example, for L = 3, the sequence of acquisition would be 000 → 100 → 110 → 111. The147

second (D2; Fig. 2A(ii)) involves samples taken uniformly from states along two distinct progression pathways148

with exactly opposing temporal ordering of acquisition: one where features are acquired from left to right and149

the other where features are acquired from right to left. For example, for L = 3, this would correspond to the150

two trajectories 000→ 100→ 110→ 111 and 000→ 001→ 011→ 111.151

We chose these structures to illustrate HyperTraPS’ ability to infer both single and multiple competing path-152

ways. For the single pathway, traits can be independent – a suitable ordering of the ‘basal rates’ is sufficient to153
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Fig. 2: HyperTraPS inference for two synthetic datasets. (A) Synthetic datasets used in the inference process. (i) Dataset D1 supports
only a single pathway; (ii) dataset D2 supports two competing pathways with features acquired in opposing orders. (B) Inferred dynamics
on the hypercubic transition graph. Edge widths and node areas are proportional to the number of times edges/nodes are encountered.
States are plotted from left to right in order of the number of features acquired (embedding and labelling procedure described in STAR
methods). The single pathway clearly dominates in (i), while the two competing pathways are clearly observable in (ii). (C) Inferred
dynamics represented as the posterior probability that a feature (horizontal axis) is acquired at a given step (vertical axis). Bimodality in
ordering posteriors (ii) reflect the presence of distinct progressions that exist in the underlying dynamics. (D) Inferred dynamics represented
as a directed graph (edges run from left to right in these embeddings) summarising trait acquisition relationships to the previous acquisition.
Paths on these graphs reflect possible acquisition ordering inferred by HyperTraPS: respectively a single pathway (i) and two pathways
(clockwise and anti-clockwise) in opposite directions (ii).
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generate the observations. By contrast, competing pathways require traits to interact – acquisition of traits on154

one pathway must repress acquisition of traits on the other pathway.155

In Fig. 2, we show the structure of the data and the outcomes of the inference process. To visualise the156

learned dynamic behaviour, we use a customised algorithm (described in further detail in STAR methods) to157

project the inferred hypercubic transition network into two dimensions, arranging states with increasing numbers158

of features from left to right (Fig. 2B). A single dominant progression is clear for Fig. 2B(i), while the two159

progressions are clearly shown in Fig. 2B(ii). Fig. 2C shows an alternative representation: the posterior160

probabilities with which each trait is acquired in each possible ordering. Again, the dynamics corresponding to161

the simple single pathway and the more complex competing two-pathway model are clearly visible.162

In this extreme example, the inferred ordering distributions for all but the central traits in the multiple-pathway163

case (ii) exhibit bimodality. Generally in such histograms from HyperTraPS posteriors, bimodality (and multi-164

modality more generally) reflects structurally distinct progression pathways (for example, where a feature can165

be acquired early or late, but not at intermediate stages), while unimodal distributions reflect sets of pathways166

with a consistent structural trend. The width of such modes reflects the amount of variability in the order for167

which a feature is acquired in the progression associated with the mode. Multimodal distributions in these plots168

provide a suggestive signature of distinct dynamic pathways of the system. In STAR Methods and Supplemen-169

tary Table S1 , we compare this inference of competing pathways to existing alternative approaches and show170

that HyperTraPS has a unique ability to resolve and characterise multiple progressive pathways.171

In Fig. 2D, we represent dynamics from the inference process as probabilistic feature graphs (PFGs), allow-172

ing more direct comparison with existing approaches. These PFGs summarise the probability the feature Y is173

acquired next, given that feature X was last to be acquired (see STAR Methods). Once more, in Fig. 2D, the174

single monotonic path in (i) and two paths for (ii) are clearly visible.175

In Fig. 3 and Supplementary Figure S3 - Supplementary Figure S5 , we demonstrate the performance of176

the inference process under availabilities and structures of source data, and in the presence of prior knowl-177

edge about pathways. Supplementary Figure S3 shows that characteristic pathways can readily be identified178

under each of the three different types of data from Fig. 1. The resulting posterior distributions are sharper for179

cross-sectional data than for longitudinal and phylogenetic data, reflecting the fact that the independent samples180

from cross-sectional data provide more evidence for corresponding pathways than the coupled data in the other181

cases. Fig. 3A shows the ability of HyperTraPS to identify pathways given limited data (N = 10 observation are182

sufficient to broadly characterise a single pathway for an L = 16 system; N = 50 gives near-perfect reconstruc-183

tion). Even for competing pathways, N ≥ 20 serves to provide information on pathway structure in this case.184

Fig. 3B and Supplementary Figure S4 demonstrates that HyperTraPS can readily discern several completely185

independent pathways (8 pathways can be readily identified for the L = 16 system; 16 completely independent186

pathways pose more of a challenge). Finally, Fig. 3C and Supplementary Figure S5 highlight the Bayesian187

nature of HyperTraPS by demonstrating how the inclusion of prior knowledge about pathway structure can help188

resolve degeneracy in the identified solutions, for repeated and/or incomplete observations. To summarise,189

HyperTraPS can readily identify pathway structure including multiple, competing, independent pathways, using190

limited volumes of data, and can readily harness prior knowledge.191

This final point is particularly pertinent when applying HyperTraPS to specific scientific questions. When192

uninformative priors are used, HyperTraPS is a highly general approach, where mechanistic inference is guided193

by the data alone. For domain-specific cases – for example, particular diseases, or particular metabolic path-194

ways – subject-specific knowledge may constrain the allowed pathways (for example, mechanistic insight may195

forbid or favour transitions between particular states). In these cases, the inclusion of this knowledge via prior196

distributions as in Fig. 3C and Supplementary Figure S5 can readily and generally be used to constrain the197

posterior dynamics supported by HyperTraPS.198

In STAR Methods and Supplementary Figure S6 - Supplementary Figure S11 , we further expand upon these199

test cases (Supplementary Figure S6 - Supplementary Figure S7 ) and the interpretation of pathway dynamics200

(Supplementary Figure S8 ), and demonstrate that HyperTraPS successfully learns pathways in the case of201

partial (Supplementary Figure S9 ), noisy (Supplementary Figure S10 ), and non-uniform (Supplementary Figure202

S11 ) sampling.203

2.3. Model regularisation and validation204

We next demonstrate how regularisation can be used to determine the optimal model structure required to205

describe and predict features of the two synthetic datasets. D1 is produced by a model with no trait interactions,206

and hence requires only L independent parameters to reproduce its dynamics. D2 requires interactions between207

traits: progress along one pathway must suppress progress along the other. More parameters are thus required208

to encode these interactions to adequately match the data. We therefore asked if, given a range of starting209

model representations, the regularisation process could identify the appropriate number of parameters for each210

case.211

Fig. 4A demonstrates this regularisation process. For D1, the first-order model remains intact with its original212

L parameters, and the second-order model is reduced from L2 to ∼ L parameters, reflecting the fact that L (and213
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Fig. 3: HyperTraPS inference of pathway structures under different conditions. (A) Inference of D1 (single pathway) and D2 (two
competing pathway) structures with L = 16 and increasing number of sample states N . Both pathway structures are readily identified for
N ≥ 20. Lower N challenges reconstruction of pathways, although the outline of the single pathway is still visible for N = 10. At lower N ,
the posteriors tend towards the uniform priors. (B) Inference of p competing pathways with L = 16 and N = 16p samples. 8 completely
distinct pathways are readily identified with clearly distinguished posterior density; 16 independent pathways pose more of a challenge but
are still identified. (C) Including prior information in HyperTraPS inference. (left) Single pathway dataset without any observations with fewer
than three acquisitions. Inference without prior information of these first three features leads to a uniform inference of acquisition order;
including a prior tree (see text) recovers the true ordering. (right) Two competing trees of acquisition order for prior information. Without prior
information there is large heterogeneity in the order and precedence of feature acquisition following inference. Including prior information
canalises the inferred pathways and recovers the original structure.

only L) parameters are required to capture the single-pathway dynamics. This regularised second-order model214

performs equally well to the first-order model.215

For D2, with two competing pathways, the first-order model fails to capture the observed behaviour even with216

its full set of L parameters. The regularisation process reduces the first-order model to ∼ 0 parameters: as no217

instance of model 1 can adequately describe the observations, the parameter set is minimised for parsimony.218

By contrast, the second-order model is reduced to ∼ 2L parameters, which provides an optimal description of219

the data. The requirement for higher-order terms here is a consequence of the trait-interaction terms in the220

second-order model allowing the required cross-repression of pathways, making it a better explanatory model221

in this case.222

To validate these findings and explore the predictive power of our inference platform, we split the data into223

two halves to form a training and test dataset. We obtained posteriors from the training set for each model,224

and computed the likelihood associated with the test set for these inferred posteriors. Fig. 4B shows the AIC225

scores for the full model, and the log-likelihoods for training and validation datasets. For the single-pathway226

dataset D1, the first order model and second order model provide similar explanatory power in the full model,227

and predictive power in the validation experiment, both improved over the zero order model (null model). For the228

two-pathway dataset D2, the second order model enhances predictive power compared to both the first order229

and null models, and regularisation improves the parsimony of this model with no cost to model fit (p < 0.001 for230

the a likelihood ratio test against the null model).231

2.4. Comparison with existing inference approaches232

We next sought to compare the outputs of the HyperTraPS inference process to existing approaches to infer233

dynamic pathways from data (Fig. 5). We highlight here that HyperTraPS is, to our knowledge, the only inference234

approach that attempts to learn the transition rates (with uncertainties) between every possible state of a system.235

Other approaches typically focus on a reduced subset of states. The full, high-dimensional posteriors inferred by236

HyperTraPS therefore cannot be readily compared with the outputs of other approaches. However, summaries of237

these posteriors, losing some information, can more naturally be compared with lower-dimensional alternatives.238

To this end, we compared reduced summaries of the dynamics learned by HyperTraPS with the Bayesian239

networks derived from the Capri algorithm Ramazzotti et al. (2015) and Conjunctive Bayes Network approaches240

(Montazeri et al., 2016) (using MC-CBN, the most recent CBN package for large or small scale inference),241

two commonly used Bayesian network methods in the literature, using synthetic datasets (Fig. 5). These242

approaches produce directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) on the set of features, where an edge between X and243
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Fig. 4: Regularisation and model comparison for HyperTraPS inference. We compare models ‘0’ (zeroth order, 0 parameters, all traits
are acquired with the same independent probability); ‘1’ (first order, L parameters, acquisition probabilities are independent but may differ);
and ‘2’ (second order, L2 parameters, pairwise interactions between trait acquisition probabilities) for the datasets D1 and D2 in Fig. 2.
(A) Model regularisation. Parameters are greedily pruned from each inferred model to identify a reduced parameter set that minimises AIC.
The turning points illustrating an optimally sparse parameterisation are marked for each model. (B) Model selection and validation. (left)
AIC scores for the regularised version of each model; (right) likelihoods for the training and validation datasets (see text). For the full and
training dataset, stars give the p-value from a likelihood ratio in comparison to the zero order model (the null model) with significance levels
of ∗∗∗ < 0.001, ∗∗ < 0.01 and ∗ < 0.05. (C) Inferred dynamics on the hypercubic transition graph for the regularised first order model for
D1 and for the regularised second order model for D2. Each corresponding pathway is still well captured despite substantial parameter
reduction.

Y denotes an inferred causal relationship between X and Y . Such representations allow for possible causal244

relationships between features to be found, but a priori impose that such relationships exist and are monotonic.245

For example, if trait X influences the presence of trait Y , trait Y may not influence trait X. Overall ordering of246

feature acquisition may not be unique (a joint probability distribution of events may have underlying degeneracy247

in the order of those events), but the monotonic relationship between features does impose partial ordering. In248

HyperTraPS, no monotonic precedence is imposed between features: X may influence Y and Y may influence249

X. This relaxation allows, for example, cross-repression of traits, as we shall see for datasetD2. For comparison250

with other approaches, we condense the full output of inference (DAGs in state space, i.e. on the hypercube)251

into graphs in feature space.252

As seen in Fig. 5, for the single-pathway case of dataset D1, all graphs have the same structure and253

therefore are in agreement over the single pathway that most likely explains the data. For the competing pathway254

case of dataset D2, the outputs are different in each case. The HyperTraPS feature graph captures the dual255

pathways, with directed edges between each pair of non-root nodes. Capri is unable to resolve a meaningful256

relationship between features, because the competing pathways frustrate the assignment of temporal priority257

between the features. The outputted graph is therefore unable to recover a significant relationship between258

features representing precedence relationships. The Conjunctive Bayes Network is able to resolve one of the259

directed paths but not the other.260

These comparisons have been performed with cross-sectional synthetic observations. As discussed above261

(Fig. 1A), HyperTraPS can also infer dynamic pathways given longitudinal and phylogenetically coupled data.262

Ref. Johnston and Williams (2016) demonstrated that HyperTraPS has several advantages over existing ap-263
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Fig. 5: Comparison between HyperTraPS and alternative inference approaches. (A) Synthetic datasets (i) and (ii) following the forms
from Fig. 2. (B) Full inferred transition graphs from HyperTraPS. (C) Inferred transition graphs from HyperTraPS represented as probabilistic
feature graphs, compared to alternative inference approaches. All approaches agree for the simple, single pathway (i). For the competing
pathways (ii), the full inferred transition graph from HyperTraPS, and its structure summarised into trait contingencies, capture the two
alternative pathway structures, while alternative approaches (highlighted) are more challenged, either presenting a combination of steps
from both pathways or exclusively reporting one.

proaches for trait inference on phylogenies. In STAR Methods and Discussion, we pursue these comparisons264

further and show that HyperTraPS presents several scaling and performance advantages over alternative meth-265

ods, again reflecting its ability to resolve independent pathways involving many coupled traits.266

Taken together, these results provide support for our platform’s ability to learn single progression pathways267

efficiently and also dissect competing progression pathways more directly than alternative approaches. We re-268

iterate that, in addition to these coarse-grained readouts, HyperTraPS learns explicit probabilities for transitions269

between every state of a system, allowing a still finer resolution of dynamics.270

2.5. Application to cross-sectional ovarian cancer data271

To demonstrate HyperTraPS’ ability to elucidate dynamic pathways of biomedical importance, we next asked272

whether our approach could be used to infer pathways of cancer progression. The field of cancer progression273

models is diverse, with many methods designed for performing inference with different types of data (Beeren-274

winkel et al., 2015; Schwartz and Schäffer, 2017). As Schwartz and Schäffer (2017) discuss, data relating to275

alterations in cancer broadly belong to three categories: bulk tumour samples from different patients, bulk tu-276

mour samples from different tumours within a single patient, or single cell data typically from a single tumour.277

Computational methods can broadly be categorised into those inferring the phylogenetic relationship of samples278

(their history and genealogy), and those inferring direct relationships between the features suggestive of prece-279

dence or progressions relating to feature acquisitions. We discuss the methods within the cancer progression280

model literature further in STAR Methods.281

As illustrated in Fig. 1, HyperTraPS can both handle independent and arbitrarily dependent samples, and so282

can be used with any of the above types of dataset. We here focus on the case of independent bulk samples from283

different patients where there is no phylogenetic relationship between samples, as it is assumed that features284

are acquired during a patient’s lifetime. Existing approaches for this problem (Beerenwinkel et al., 2015) focus on285

the reconstruction of different types of Bayesian network relating the acquisition of genetic alterations relating to286

the progression of cancer. As cancer is directly related to the acquisition of driver mutations that provide fitness287

advantage for the cells in which they are acquired, recent work such as Diaz-Uriarte (2018) has argued for the288

need to consider cancer progression from a different perspective in which features may have multiple orderings289

due to the high-dimensional structure of fitness landscapes and the potential presence of epistatic effects. The290

HyperTraPS platform directly allows this inference of multiple paths.291

We first applied HyperTraPS to the well-studied dataset for chromosomal alterations in ovarian cancer, re-292

covered through Comparative Genomic Hybridization (CGH) (Knutsen et al., 2005). This dataset is included293

in the Oncotrees package (Szabo and Boucher, 2002) and utilised in comparisons with the Caprese algorithm294

(Loohuis et al., 2014). The data consist of a sample of N = 87 patients for L = 7 chromosomal alterations295

associated with ovarian cancer, with the assumption that none of the alterations were present in the individual296

at birth.297
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Fig. 6: HyperTraPS inference for ovarian cancer progression reveals canalised progression pathways and new transition infor-
mation. (A) HyperTraPS inference applied to a dataset (inset) of cross-sectional observations of chromosomal aberrations in an ovarian
cancer dataset. The inference process produces transition graph (i), summary ordering posterior (ii), and corresponding probabilistic feature
graph (iii), reflecting the inferred dynamics of cancer progression. Progression pathways are substantially canalised, with the first acquired
aberration feature largely determining the subsequent dynamics of the disease. Starred edges in (iii) correspond to edges present in the
probabilistic feature graph, related to the 4q− → 5q− system discussed in the text, that are absent in other approaches. (B) Trait rela-
tionships inferred with alternative computational approaches. HyperTraPS largely agrees with the core structure of alternative approaches
(especially with Capri where there is less strict constraints on precedence) but reveals several additional features (illustrated with stars
in (B)). For example, the 4q− → 5q− pathway from is omitted and directly opposed in alternative approaches where only monotonic re-
lationships between 5q- and other features are permitted. Further, the canalised structure present in B is not naturally captured by the
inferred outputs of the alternative approaches. (C) Inferred orderings of chromosomal changes in ovarian cancer progression using obser-
vations from the cancer genome atlas (TCGA) dataset, and corresponding inferred transition graphs from the TCGA inference compared to
alternative approaches as in (B).

Fig. 6A and Supplementary Figure S12 provide a visual representation of the dataset, showing the pres-298

ence/absence of each genetic alteration in each patient. Fig. 6A(i) shows the recorded transitions following299

parameter inference on the hypercube. A set of several constrained, well-defined paths are visible, with flexi-300

ble ordering in the acquisition of initial features being apparent. Interestingly, the feature that is acquired first301

has substantial influence over the subsequent pathway structure, visible as the tightly constrained individual302

pathways in Fig. 6A(i) with rather few transitions between pathways, and as bimodal structure in the posterior303

summary plot in Fig. 6A(ii). This canalisation suggests substantial memory effects in the later stages of cancer304

progression.305

To further examine the multiple non-monotonic pathways that the data may contain, we make use of the306

probabilistic feature graphs described above and in STAR Methods. Fig. 6A(iii) shows the probabilistic feature307

graph between each pair of features and Fig. 6B shows Bayes network representations of feature relationships308

from alternative approaches. Here, as above, each edge is directed and has a weight in proportion to the309

probability of acquiring feature Y having just acquired feature X. Elements of the core structure are shared310

between the HyperTraPS, Capri, and CBN approaches.311

To demonstrate another example of where HyperTraPS’ increased detail allows new insight into multiple312

pathways, we focus on several transitions that have strong edges in the HyperTraPS PFG that are missing from313
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the other approaches. In both alternative Bayesian network approaches, an edge is present from 5q- to 4q- but314

never the other way around. The precedence in these models is due to the fact that 5q- is more frequent than315

4q- and the need to ensure a monotonicity between features to construct the desired Bayesian network output.316

As HyperTraPS places no such restriction, it is capable of finding additional pathways in which 4q- is acquired317

prior to 5q-. As seen in Fig. 6B(i), this ordering may be achieved in several ways through the acquisition of 8p-,318

3q+ or 1q+ and, given the acquisition of those features, is in fact more likely to be acquired prior to 5q-. The319

acquisition of 4q- prior to 5q- is indeed observed in 10 of 87 (11.5%) samples in the data.320

Having gained substantial insight from this comparatively simple dataset, we next asked whether HyperTraPS321

could be used with the larger volumes of data that emerge from more modern genome-scale studies. To this322

end, we obtained raw data from the cancer genome atlas (TCGA) project (Bell et al., 2011). We converted these323

raw data into feature ‘barcodes’ over a variety of scales, yielding a set of cross-sectional datasets (see STAR324

Methods). First, we constructed a dataset describing the chromosomal regions in which each of the N = 489325

patients had amplifications/deletions above the significance threshold defined in the study. This gave a dataset326

describing each patient’s presence or absence of aberration in L = 55 regions. Secondly, we considered the327

subset of the L = 27 chromosomal regions marked as of particular interest in Fig. 1c of Bell et al. (2011).328

Our APM MCMC embedding of HyperTraPS allowed the algorithm to readily produce posterior distributions329

in each case. In the first, larger, case, posteriors show a clear ordering in the acquisition propensity for different330

chromosomal features (Supplementary Figure S13 ). However, the large dynamic space associated with these331

L = 55 features makes more detailed interpretation of these posteriors rather laborious. This reflects a chal-332

lenge in the application of HyperTraPS: while posteriors can readily be obtained for large numbers of features333

(Johnston and Williams, 2016), the interpretation of these posteriors can be challenged by the output volume.334

Consistent with this, the results from the subset of regions are more interpretable (Fig. 6C). Here, clearly335

converged posterior distributions are visible, with some bimodality (for example, in features 1q+, 13q- and 22q-336

) suggesting the presence of competing pathways. In particular, bimodality in the 1q+ posterior reflects the337

multiple associated pathways in the previous CGH dataset (Fig. 6A). The orderings of other features from338

the CGH dataset are consistently reflected in HyperTraPS’ treatment of the TCGA data, with the additional339

volume of data in the TCGA case helping to further detail posterior structure. Interpreted as a PFG (Fig. 6C),340

these posteriors highlight both the heterogeneity of, and strong structures within, the associated progression341

pathways. Strong early edges, for example, surround the 3q+ feature, linking ∅ → 3q+ and 3q+→ 8q+, and the342

16q- feature.343

Other approaches do not capture several of these transitions. For example, 70 samples in the dataset344

possess the 3q+ feature but not 8q+ (compared to 71 which possess 8q+ but not 3q+), while the Capri Bayesian345

network is only able to identify a single causal relationship from 8q+ → 3q+ and the CBN approach does not346

identify any edge between the pair (due to this large proportion of conflicting samples).347

These biomedical examples serve to illustrate the power of the HyperTraPS to infer multiple competing348

pathways providing interpretable representations of such paths, and further the shortcomings of alternative349

approaches that restrict the output of learnt networks to be of the Bayesian network variety.350

2.6. Application to the evolution of multi-drug resistant tuberculosis351

We next asked whether our HyperTraPS approach could efficiently characterise dynamics in a system where352

observations are phylogenetically related. To this end, we consider the case of pathways of genetic polymor-353

phisms that underpin drug-resistant tuberculosis isolates reported in Casali et al. (2014). In this study, the354

authors considered the sequences of 1000 drug-resistant tuberculosis isolates from Samara in Russia. The355

data consists of presence/absence markers of polymorphisms at 16 key genes/promoter regions that confer356

drug-resistance, as well as mutations in three RNA polymerase genes, and susceptibility or resistance to ten357

drugs for each of 395 isolates. These observed isolates are linked by a phylogeny, which Casali et al. con-358

structed from genome-wide information (importantly, consisting of a much wider set of genomic regions than359

just those involved in drug resistance). As in Fig. 1, the source data then consists of the states on the leaves of360

a phylogeny and a phylogenetic structure that is previously, and essentially independently, constructed.361

We assume that mutations are sufficiently rare such that convergent evolution is not a leading-order dynamic362

process between descendant and parent nodes in the phylogeny. With this assumption, we work backwards363

through the phylogeny parsimoniously to estimate unobserved parent states. From these estimates, we can364

reconstruct the transitions from parent nodes to descendant nodes on the phylogeny. These transitions then365

form the observations used by the HyperTraPS platform (Fig. 1). In Supplementary Figure S14 , we characterise366

the effects of this phylogeny on our posteriors, showing that its detailed structure has only limited quantitative367

influence on the general pathways we identify.368

In Fig. 7A we show the inferred hypercubic transition graph for the dataset with L = 19 genetic sites alone,369

highlighting the genetic pathways by which polymorphisms may be acquired. Once more, a collection of previ-370

ously unreported dynamic pathways are immediately observed, illustrated by the differential density of edges in371

different regions of the plot. In contrast to the large number of highly focussed paths inferred from the ovarian372

cancer data, this transition graph demonstrates a smaller number of looser – but still distinct in structure – paths373
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Fig. 7: HyperTraPS inference for multidrug resistance in tuberculosis identifies different pathway structures linking genetic and
drug resistance features. (A) Dynamic pathways of the acquisition of genetic features leading to drug resistance, inferred from the dataset
of L = 19 genetic sites across 395 phylogenetically related isolates. Multiple pathways through the genetic space associated with drug
resistance are highlighted by regions of different density. Three distinct classes of pathway (i)-(iii) are highlighted and discussed in the
text. (B) Dynamic pathways of the acquisition of resistance to specific drugs, inferred from the dataset of L = 10 antibiotics across 395
phylogenetically related isolates. (C) Posterior orderings of genetic and drug resistance features. Rows are colour-coded to link known
genetic polymorphisms with the specific drug to which they confer resistance. The genetic sites occupy the first 19 rows, followed by the
five ‘first-line’ drugs with the five ‘second-line’ drugs in the last five rows. Density in the grey regions corresponds to acquisitions that do not
directly affect the likelihood, as features are not observed to be acquired in these regions in the dataset.

across the hypercube, each with a ‘cloud’ of variability indicating some flexibility in specific orderings within374

these pathways. We highlight this diversity with three specific pathways: (i) a central common pathway with a375

rifamycin resistance mutation RRDR is acquired first along with a fitness compensatory mutation rpoC second;376

(ii) an alternative path where no genetic correlates of streptomycin resistance (usually acquired early) are ac-377

quired until the sixth acquisition; (iii) a third pathway where the most common polymorphism katG is acquired378

late (the twelfth acquisition).379

In Fig. 7B we show the inferred hypercubic transition graph for the dataset labelling resistance or susceptibil-380

ity to each of the L = 10 antibiotics. The corresponding transition graph reports phenotypic pathways, existing in381

parallel with the genetic pathways in Fig. 7A. Notably, these phenotypic pathways are more canalised than the382

inferred genetic pathways. Resistance to ‘first-line’ drugs – those that are first used in treatment – dominate the383

initial dynamics, with comparatively little variation in ordering (isoniazid-rifamycin-streptomycin-ethambuol being384

a common pathway). There is more variation in dynamics of resistance acquisition to the remaining ‘second-line’385

drugs, with acquisition subsequently progressing through several different pathways.386

Fig. 7C shows the acquisition ordering plot for the combined genetic and phenotypic state of strains. Com-387

petition between different genetic pathways is reflected in the multimodality of several polymorphism acquisition388

distributions. Notably, katG, rpoC, and rpsL display ordering bimodality, evidencing several different pathways389

in which these features may be acquired early or late but not at intermediate orderings. This structural flexibility390
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Regression models Bayesian networks
Stochastic processes 
for phylogenies Topological approaches

Stochastic process on a 
hypercube

Example Logistic regression

Oncogenetic trees 
(Oncotrees), CBNs, SBNs 
Caprese, Capri)

Simmap, OrderMutation 
(Master equation MCMC)

Progression Analysis of 
Disease HyperTraPS

Typical input Cross-sectional samples Cross-sectional samples
Cross-sectional and 
phylogenetic Cross-sectional samples

Cross-sectional and 
general dependent 
observations

Typical output Maximum likelihood Maximum likelihood graph Bayesian posterior Topological embedding Bayesian posterior
Type Parametric Parametric Parametric Non-parametric Parametric
Scaling Polynomial Polynomial Exponential Polynomial Polynomial
Dependent 
observations No Yes Yes No Yes
Capture dynamics No No Yes Yes Yes
Incomplete data Imputation Imputation Imputation Imputation Yes

Types of approach

Table 1: Comparison of HyperTraPS with other methods for inference from state space observations. We consider some of the
key properties that HyperTraPS introduces. The following abbreviations are used: Suppes-Bayes Network (SBN), Conjunctive Bayes
Network (CBN) and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC).

gives rise to the separated pathways discussed above for Fig. 7A. The flexibility in genetic pathways corre-391

sponding to first-line drug resistance (for example, katG-PinhA and PinhA-katG, both leading to isoniazid (INH)392

resistance) provides a potential explanation for the early acquisition of resistance to these drugs.393

Consistent with the more canalised phenotypic pathways in Fig. 7B, there is less multimodality in the order-394

ing distributions of drug resistance features. Resistance to the first line drugs typically occurs before the second395

line drugs with a more precise order, likely indicative of the more widespread and increased time that tubercu-396

losis has been treated with first line drugs. The ordering in which second line drug resistance is acquired is397

more broad, agreeing with the flexible phenotypic pathways seen above. Further, despite some heterogeneity,398

notable dynamic correlations may be observed between drugs and their known genetic correlates. The gene399

katG and drug isoniazid (INH), rpsL and streptomycin (STR), embB and ethambuol (EMB), illustrate clear ex-400

amples of such links, providing a predictive and probabilistic connection between the dynamic acquisition of401

polymorphisms and the acquisition of specific drug resistance phenotypes.402

Taken together, this dynamic pathway inference yields several new insights into the structure and variability403

of the evolutionary trajectories by which drug resistance is acquired. We discuss some specific evolutionary404

implications in STAR Methods, and compare with outputs of the approach of Bollback (2006) in STAR Methods405

(Supplementary Figure S15 ). Broadly, the joint polymorphism and drug resistance dynamics results suggest a406

consistent, convergent dynamic adaptation to first-line drugs, followed by more heterogeneity in the adaptation407

to second-line drugs. This convergence in first-line adaptation is likely facilitated, at least in part, by the flexible408

genetic pathways corresponding to these phenotypes (as found in other convergent evolution examples Williams409

et al. (2013)). These separate pathways (for example, those involving early vs late polymorphisms in katG, rpoC,410

or rpsL) are naturally distinguishable from the structures in Fig. 7A and multimodality in Fig. 7C. The HyperTraPS411

posteriors further provide a predictive framework which in future can be applied, for example, to predict the next412

likely drug resistance acquisitions given that a strain is in a particular state.413

3. Discussion414

We have introduced a powerful and highly generalisable statistical platform for inferring probabilistic, coupled415

dynamics from samples in a binary state space. The generality of this question is illustrated by the diversity416

of existing approaches that have some bearing on the corresponding inference problem. Table 1 illustrates417

several broad classes of these approaches, including regression models, Bayesian network models, stochastic418

processes on phylogenies, topological approaches and finite state space models (HyperTraPS).419

Regression models are applied widely across the statistical and biomedical community, but are usually reliant420

on a linear underlying model and do not attempt to capture dynamics in which variables evolve. Additionally,421

they require a clear dichotomy between predictors and response variables to be imposed a priori, when such a422

distinction may not be appropriate, especially from the perspective of the inference of pathways. Bayesian net-423

works provide a common platform for the relationships between features to be learned, with two examples being424

Conjunctive Bayes Networks (Beerenwinkel et al., 2007) and Suppes-Bayes networks (Loohuis et al., 2014).425

These are commonly used in oncogenetic inference problems, and have proved successful at unpicking causal426

relationships between features. We have shown that HyperTraPS aligns with the outputs of these approaches in427

simple cases. In more general settings, the stochastic model underlying HyperTraPS has the potential to reveal428

more detailed dynamic structure, including the identification of competing stochastic pathways, complex sets429

of interactions between coupled traits, and the quantification of uncertainty in the pathway structures that are430

revealed.431
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Dimensionality reduction approaches have been considered for finding representations of temporal dynamics432

from samples. Such methods are powerful and have been applied to vast data collected in whole genome433

single cell RNA experiments (Campbell and Yau, 2016) and also to disease (Nicolau et al., 2011). While highly434

flexible, these approaches often rely on specific assumptions about the quantitative details of the dimensionality435

reduction, leading to variability from method to method, and have yet to be considered in detail for finite space436

state models like the presence/absence structures we consider here.437

Modelling trait evolution on phylogenies is the closest group of models to which HyperTraPS is related, and438

typically requires computation of master equation rate matrices that do not place restrictions on the transitions439

that may occur in the state space (Bollback, 2006; O’Meara, 2012). By embedding transitions on a hypercu-440

bic graph, HyperTraPS has the ability to handle orders of magnitude more features without noticeable loss of441

generality (simultaneous transitions are represented as equally weighted, temporally adjacent, transitions). Ad-442

ditionally, these methods are designed specifically for phylogenies, while HyperTraPS has applicability to generic443

sample dependency.444

The HyperTraPS framework presented here has several advantages: (a) its polynomial scaling allows it to445

deal with large (many observations and many traits) datasets; (b) the regularisation processes we outline allow446

it not only to reveal and deal with arbitrary coupling between traits, but to select good and statistically significant447

parametric representations of these couplings to yield sparse models (thus applying Occam’s razor); (c) it yields448

general and readily interpretable predictions; (d) it simultaneously provides inferred pathway structure, mecha-449

nistic insight, and uncertainty quantification; (e) the ability to include prior information about pathway structure450

when existing knowledge about biological mechanisms forbids, disfavours, or enhances the probability associ-451

ated with particular transitions. Despite these advantages, there are of course some limitations to the platform’s452

capabilities. Incomplete data currently provides a challenge for inference with HyperTraPS. There is nothing in453

principle preventing hypercubic inference with incomplete data: unbiased random walks can be simulated on a454

hypercube and their ability to recapitulate observations can be computed. Indeed, HyperTraPS can be applied455

in the case of uncertain end points of observed transitions (representing an advantage over existing methods).456

However, the sampling algorithm that allows HyperTraPS’ efficient sampling of high-dimensional spaces cur-457

rently does not translate to incompletely described start points of observed transitions, requiring future work458

is needed for further generalisations. Further, our approach for regularisation, while successfully implemented459

above, relies on an imperfect greedy algorithm and on the subjective use of the Akaike Information Criterion460

(AIC) for finding such sparser models. A multitude of methods are available for performing model selection461

within a full Bayesian setting (O’Hara and Sillanpää, 2009; Murphy, 2012) and exploration of alternative ap-462

proaches for exploration of mappings from W → π and regularisation of HyperTraPS models is an important463

future avenue of research.464

Our platform occupies the under-explored intersection between methods for inferring dynamics from uncou-465

pled and/or longitudinal observations (as in cancer progression) and from phylogenetically linked observations466

(as in evolutionary inference). We have shown that HyperTraPS has a unique power to dissect multiple com-467

petitive dynamic pathways (yielding new insight in two biomedical case studies), and demonstrated how the468

processes of regularisation can be used to identify the best model structures for a given scientific setting. We469

underline that HyperTraPS requires no domain-specific knowledge, but can readily include such knowledge in470

the form of priors and in posterior interpretation. The platform is therefore ideal for contexts where mechanistic471

insight and modelling are less developed, and hence may also find valuable use in the wide range of progressive472

diseases that are less studied than cancer. We anticipate that this flexibility, and the abilities of HyperTraPS to473

naturally quantify uncertainty and form probabilistic predictions about future behaviours, will be of use across474

biomedical, evolutionary, and other scientific disciplines as volumes of available data continue to increase.475
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STAR Methods591

HyperTraPS pipeline592

In Supplementary Figure S1 , we provide a diagrammatic overview of the HyperTraPS pipeline. The different593

elements are described below. As described in Fig. 1, the first step is to convert cross-sectional, longitudinal,594

or phylogenetically linked observations to a set of transitions, which we will represent as D = {si, ti}, where si595

is the ith source state and ti the ith target state, and there are nD observations in total.596

Bayesian framework and likelihood of transition dataset597

As introduced in Johnston and Williams (2016), we choose a Bayesian framework for inferring parameters598

for the set of edge weights W on the hypercubic transition graph that explain the data D.599

As such we are concerned with drawing samples from the posterior:

P (W |D) =
P (D|W )∫

P (D|W )P (W )dW
P (W )

which is proportional to the product of our prior probability density P (W ) on edge parameterisations and the600

likelihood L(W |D) = P (D|W ), such that we have P (W |D) ∝ L(W |D)P (W ). Throughout this work we choose601

a uniform prior distribution on P (W ) and therefore only need to consider the calculation of L(W |D) in order to602

derive samples from the posterior probability distribution.603

From this transition set, we can decompose the likelihood into the following form (regardless of whether the
source data was cross-sectional, longitudinal, or phylogenetically coupled Johnston and Williams (2016)):

L(W |D) =

nD∏
i=1

Pobserve(si → ti)

where nD is the size of the transition dataset. Pobserve, the probability of observing such a transition requires
a signal to be emitted by our system at both the source and target states, with the system having reached the
source state and then made the transition to the target state via any possible walk on the hypercube. Therefore,
the probability of observing such a transition can be written as:

Pobserve(si → ti) = Pemit(si, ti)Preach(si|W )P (ti|si,W )

We assume that signal emission in a given state is a random process that independent of the state. Given604

the term Pemit(si, ti) is also independent of W , and that we deal only with complete data here, Pemit yields a605

constant multiplicative factor which can be ignored in the inference process. In Johnston and Williams (2016), it606

is shown that the remaining log-likelihood can be written as:607

logL(W |D) =

nD∑
i=1

logP (ti|si,W ) := l(W |D) (1)

where the only computation required is the probability of making the transition to ti from si for a given parame-608

terisation of W .609

In order to calculate P (ti|si,W ), a sum over all possible paths between si and ti is required. Given that the610

number of paths between si and ti scales as the factorial of the Hamming distance, the problem of deriving611

the rate matrix becomes intractable for systems of dimensions around L & 10. Instead we tackle the problem612

by way of performing biased random walks restricted to pathways that end in ti. This method of sampling613

was introduced in Johnston and Williams (2016) and allows systems with more features to be considered than614

previously has been the case. This HyperTraPS algorithm that forms the key part of the HyperTraPS framework615

is captured in Algorithm 1.616

Tractable parameterisations of hypercube617

The transition graph linking states with L features has L2L−1 edges that we aim to parameterise. As L618

grows, we require a way of reducing this number of parameters k without compromising our ability to describe619

the dynamics of a system. Shrinkage and model selection tools may be used to achieve this reduction: we620

explore a simple approach for this process later. However, given the potentially large number of parameters in621

the default model, we also consider methods to reduce parameter space before the inference process.622

One intuitive approach is based around considering the factors that may influence a given transition. The623

full parameterisation allows independent rates between any two states. In this picture, the probability P (i) of624

acquiring the ith trait can take arbitrary and independent values for every possible combination of the other625
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Algorithm 1: HyperTraPS algorithm for complete data: Hypercubic Transition Path Sampling was
first introduced by Johnston and Williams (2016) to sample random walks on a hypercube across a
restricted set of compatible states between a source and target state.

Data: Dtransitions = {si → ti}nD
i=1

Result: Estimate of P (Dtransitions|W )
begin

for (s→ t) ∈ Dtransitions do
sc ← s
Initialise Nh trajectories starting at state s
for i ∈ Nh do

sc ← s
αi ← 1
while t-compatible move possible for sc do

Calculate the probability of making a t-compatible move, record as α′i
αi ← αiα

′
i

Choose a t-compatible move at random in proportion to its transition probability
Make move and update sc accordingly

P̂ (s→ t) = N−1
h

∑
i αi

P (Dtransitions|W )← P (Dtransitions|W ) + P̂ (s→ t|W )

L − 1 traits. As an alternative, we can restrict the dependence of P (i) on the coupling of other trait patterns.626

For example, if we assume that each of the L − 1 other traits influence P (i) independently (no synergistic627

interactions), we need only L2 parameters: a ‘basal rate’ of acquisition for each trait i, and the amount by which628

this basal rate is modified by the presence of trait j 6= i. This reduction is analogous, for example, to Generalised629

Linear Models where response variables can be considered a function of independent variables and interaction630

terms between the independent variables, neglecting higher order interaction terms.631

From this perspective a hierarchy of models may be constructed (Supplementary Figure S2 ). For the ‘zero632

order’ model every feature has equal probability of acquisition (k = 0 parameters). In the ‘first order’ model,633

every feature has an independent acquisition probability (k = L parameters). In the ‘second order’ model,634

every feature’s basal acquisition probability is independently modulated by the presence of each other feature635

(k = (1 + (L − 1)) × L = L2 parameters). Higher order models, including the full L2L−1 set can be envisaged,636

introducing more complex interactions between the co-occurrence of features.637

To illustrate these parameterisations, consider the weight ws→t of the edge from state s to state t. These638

edge weights are nonzero only for pairs s, t where t differs from s by the acquisition of exactly one feature,639

with a hypercubic network remaining. Then, for the zero-order model, every edge in the hypercube is equally640

weighted, and we can set this weighting to unity, ws→t = 1. For the first-order model, the weight of an edge is641

completely specified by the feature that the edge corresponds to acquiring, ws→t = pi, where i is the feature642

that distinguishes s from t. The first-order parameterisation is thus described by the vector p with L elements,643

one for each feature. For the second-order model:644

645

ws→t = pii
∏
j 6=i

q(s, j, i), (2)

646

where i is the feature that distinguishes s from t, sj is the presence/absence of feature j in state s, and647

q(s, j, i) = 1 if sj = 0 and pji otherwise. The second-order parameterisation is thus described by the matrix p648

with L2 elements, where diagonal element pii gives the ‘basal’ rate associated with feature i, and off-diagonal649

elements pji give the influence that the presence of feature j in source state s has on this basal rate.650

For numerical convenience, we implement Eqn. 2 via a logarithmic transformation, such that pij = lnπij , and651

work with πij as the parameterisation of the model. We will use π generally to refer to edge weight parameters652

in the inference process.653

Monte Carlo sampling methods654

The complexity of the inference problem challenges analytic or uniform sampling approaches to compute Eq.655

(1). Instead, we employ Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) in order to generate samples from the posterior on656

edge weights W . As the HyperTraPS algorithm generates an estimate of the likelihood (with the same expected657

value as the exact likelihood), this is in fact a pseudo-marginal MCMC sampler which has been shown to yield658

the same stationarity properties as if it were exact (Andrieu and Roberts, 2009).659
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Previous approaches for specific scientific questions (Williams et al., 2013; Johnston and Williams, 2016)660

found this pseudo-marginal MCMC sampler to demonstrate good mixing. However, there are cases where661

this simple approach produces poor mixing, specifically when the Hamming distance between a source and662

target state becomes large. This is because Algorithm 1 generates an estimate of the likelihood with increased663

variance around its exact value due to the greater number of acquisitions made during path sampling. This664

can lead to poor mixing of sampler chains, if the sampler draws a high value for the likelihood estimate which665

subsequent random draws have a high probability of having a lower likelihood for the same parameterisation.666

This occurs when the variance of the total log-likelihood has a variance with magnitude greater than unity667

(Sherlock et al., 2015).668

To address this issue and generalise to more diverse datasets, we embedded HyperTraPS within an auxiliary669

pseudo-marginal MCMC algorithm (APM MCMC), which also satisfies the same convergence properties as670

MCMC (Murray and Graham, 2015). By making the likelihood a joint density l(π, u) over the parameters of the671

model and also the random variable from which our estimate is drawn, alternate Metropolis-Hastings steps can672

be performed by keeping π and u alternately fixed during the proposed update to the chain. For HyperTraPS, a673

new proposal for the random variable u is a new set of random trajectories across the hypercube over which each674

observations’s likelihood is estimated. We make use of this scheme throughout this work, as little computational675

overhead is introduced, and mixing times are dramatically improved.676

As discussed, we have assumed a uniform prior for the parameterisations of the hypercube. For our choice677

of mapping π, this means we choose P (π) ∈ U(−m,m) where m = 10 and m = 20 are used in this work to678

cover several orders of magnitude of relative size across the inferred parameters.679

We begin MC sampling runs with the parsimonious initial condition π = 0. This is equivalent to the zero680

order model where there is no directionality pre-supposed. This facilitates the avoidance of local traps in the681

parameter landscape while remaining agnostic in introducing directionality into the inferred parameterisations682

for a particular dataset. A burn-in period occurs before expected convergence of an MCMC chain. For each of683

datasets in the main text, over 106 iterations are performed along the chain, ensuring samples are used only684

when convergence is apparent. We consider convergence to be reached when the chain shows stability in685

average likelihood for a sustained period with the ratio of accepted parameterisations that yield increased or686

decreased likelihoods to be in equal proportion.687

Simulated walks to illustrate order of acquisition688

The inference process above yields inferred posterior distributions on the hypercubic edge weights W . We689

can query these posteriors in a number of ways to gain descriptive and predictive information about the mecha-690

nisms generating observed states. First, we produce a parsimonious and intuitive representation of the dynamic691

pathways supported by the inferred posteriors. Here, we simulate an ensemble of random walkers generating692

complete trajectories on hypercubes with sets of transition probabilities sampled from the inferred posterior. This693

ensemble reflects the likely dynamic pathways supported by the dynamic transition model after parameterisa-694

tion. We simulate an ensemble of random walks in two ways: Walk Simulation 1 (WS1), with walkers that run695

from {0}L to {1}L where a feature is acquired at every time step and Walk Simulation 2 (WS2) only simulates696

trajectories corresponding to transitions observed in the dataset. In each case, we record every transition be-697

tween states allowing the construction of a weighted directed graph of all states and transitions encountered.698

From this graph, the frequency fij with which feature i is gained at step j.699

Graph embedding and visualisation for dynamic acquisition on the hypercube700

With each simulated random walk, L transitions occur between states on the hypercube. Across a large701

sample of random walks, we define this set of states as S = {si} and we can represent the number of transitions702

between any two states by a directed, weighted graph with adjacency matrix aij .703

In order to visualise this graph to reveal characteristic progressions across the hypercube resulting from a704

given parameterisation, we use a custom embedding to project the high-dimensional graph into two dimensions.705

First, we project the hypercube on to the surface of a sphere and optimise the projection by making the following706

choices:707

• Every state is given the same radial coordinate, r = 1.708

• The number of features acquired in the dataset is a measure of the how far the state is along the progres-709

sion from 0L to 1L. Therefore, for every state S, we count the number of acquired features (n out of L) and710

assign a polar angle θ such that sin θ = n/L.711

• The azimuthal angle φ on the interval 0 ≤ φ ≤ π is assigned by considering the mean angle of the states712

from all incoming edges, therefore attempting to maximise the potential spread of the most common dis-713

tinct paths across the hemisphere. A final assumption involves choosing all states with a single acquisition714

(L states) to be uniformly spread on the cosine of the interval [0, π].715
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With the embedding, the plot of the adjacency matrix aij is augmented by choosing node sizes and edge716

widths in proportion to the number of times the state and the transition are respectively encountered by the717

ensemble of random walks. Three examples of plots generated from this embedding with parameterisations718

of the hypercube are shown in Fig. 2B(i)-(iii), illustrating the ability to display different underlying progressions719

inferred with HyperTraPS.720

In presenting the embedding, we adjust the graphical depiction to highlight the features of the graph in the721

following way:722

• Vertex area is in proportion to the number of times the vertex is visited by WS1 simulated random walks.723

• Edge widths and opacity are in proportion to the number of times the transition between states is made724

with a random walker under WS1.725

• States encountered are coloured blue if s /∈ Dtransitions and orange if s ∈ Dtransitions
726

• To highlight representative paths across the hypercube, we employ a labelling scheme as follows. As727

walkers start from the empty “{}” state ({0}L), we can consider the addition of single features as each728

edge is traversed. In the plots, we use a greedy mechanism for determining which edges to label. Starting729

from 0L, we take the most probable outgoing edge at each vertex encountered and label the feature730

acquired across that edge at the resulting vertex until the 1L state is reached, giving is the first greedy731

path. The following n greedy paths make use of the same approach but disregard any previously labelled732

edges, taking the next most probable available. We use the approach to clearly identify the left-right and733

right-left paths in Fig. 2B(i)-(iii).734

• Finally, an optional transform to remove vertex overlap may be applied to remove overlap of vertices with a735

given number of features, while retaining the relative area of each vertex that is determined by the number736

of times the vertex is encountered.737

Probabilistic feature graph representation738

Using either WS1 or WS2, the set of states encountered may be considered as a directed weighted acyclic739

graph through sample space/state space, due to the irreversible acquisition of features. As paths through state740

space involve the acquisition of a feature with each incoming and outgoing edge, a different representative741

graph may also be constructed relating the observed consecutive feature acquisitions producing a graph in742

feature space.743

To this end, we consider the ensemble of observed P (Yout, Xin; s) derived from a set of simulated walks
across sample space, which gives the probability that feature Y is acquired leaving state s, with feature X
having been acquired to reach state s. An average joint relationship can then be written as the following:

P (Yout, Xin) =
∑
s

P (Yout, Xin; s)P (s)

where P (s) is the proportion of times state s is encountered. P (Yout, Xin) gives the edge weight between X and744

Y for the probabilistic feature graphs in this article.745

Regularisation746

We previously discussed approaches to reduce the parameter space of the HyperTraPS model while re-747

taining dynamic information. We can a priori also employ model reduction approaches to identify supported748

parameter structures given a particular dataset. This regularisation helps identify more interpretable, parsimo-749

nious models and to guard against over-fitting.750

One approach to model selection would be a fully Bayesian exploration of the joint space of model structures751

and parameters. However, the combinatorial explosion of search space with L currently makes this approach752

unfeasible for all but the simplest systems. Instead, we sacrifice a full exploration of this complicated space in753

favour of a tractable but principled approach to balance the reduction of model complexity against the ability to fit754

the data. This illustrative metric can indicate the amount of redundancy present in the parameterised π that can755

be removed in order to reduce the potential for over-fitting. To this end, we introduce a cost function to penalise756

the log-likelihood and then perform a algorithmic search to optimise this function.757

We note that the number of parameters k required to adequately describe a given dynamic system is deeply758

related to the mechanisms underlying that system. If features are acquired independently, the first order model759

with L parameters should be sufficient to capture the dynamics (as seen in Section 2.1 of the main text for760

dataset D1), and the features may be completely ordered for the average trajectory. If a higher order model with761

more parameters is required, it suggests that interactions exist between features, such that one feature may762
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influence the acquisition propensity of another. Identifying the sparsest model that can account for observations763

therefore also reveals mechanistic insight into the system.764

For simplicity, we use the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) (Murphy, 2012) to introduce sparsity. The AIC
score for a model can be written as:

AIC = 2(k − l̂)

where k are the number of parameters in the model, and l̂ is the maximum log-likelihood. The score comprises765

the log likelihood and a penalty for lack of sparsity, in this case, the number of non-zero elements included766

in the maximum likelihood parameterisation π. Other options for regularization scoring include the Bayesian767

Information Criterion (BIC), but we refrain from exploring different metrics here, focussing firstly on illustrating768

how such regularisation can be performed within the HyperTraPS framework. A more general model selection769

approach will be the subject of future work.770

To find parameterisations that optimise the AIC, we take a greedy backward selection approach (Murphy,771

2012) to reduce the number of parameters k for a given model type. The process can be applied to both the772

first- and second- order models. An issue with such a greedy approach is that each single greedy backward step773

is unable to account for interactions between multiple parameters that lead to lower scores. Therefore, given774

a set of potentially distinct approximately maximum likelihood parameterisations, different backward selection775

processes from different starting maximum likelihood models may yield different minimum AIC scores for a776

given value of k. In an attempt, to bypass this problem, we take an ensemble of the top 100 maximum likelihood777

parameterisations from an MCMC sampling procedure (top 1000 for the ovarian cancer datsets) and perform778

the greedy backward selection process to each one. Across the ensemble, for a given parameter number k,779

we take the minimum AIC score as a proxy for the minimum model at this level of parameterisation. The global780

minimum with respect to AIC is taken as the first order regularised or second order regularised model for the781

a first order and second order starting point respectively. The regularised models are then taken used in the782

subsequent section to perform model validation.783

In Fig. 2D(i)-(ii), we show the regularisation process described above for the minimum of the ensemble at784

each value of k for the two synthetic datasets D1 and D2 and, later in STAR Methods, the process for a third785

synthetic dataset and the ovarian and tuberculosis datasets respectively.786

Validation787

Importantly, the inferred parameterisations from our approach can be used to predict future behaviour for a788

given state. We have described two procedures for generating parameterisations: sampling from the full poste-789

rior for a given model (first- or second- order) or regularised parameterisations constructed by the procedure in790

the previous section. In this section, we perform model validation through using the regularised parameterisa-791

tions in order to identify the strength of evidence for the first- or second- order models. Using the outcome of this792

procedure, either samples from the full posteriors of the identified model or from the corresponding regularised793

parameterisation can be used for prediction.794

We validate this predictive power through two methods: firstly, through basic model comparison between795

the regularised first- and second- order models; and subsequently, by calculating the likelihood of observing796

data not used in the inference part of the method as a proxy for the predictive capability of each model. As797

a simple procedure to illustrate this, we split the Dtransitions dataset into two halves: a training dataset Dtrain on798

which samples from the posterior are drawn and model comparisons can be made, and a testing dataset Dtest799

with which the likelihood can be calculated using samples from the posterior for Dtrain.800

For model comparisons, we choose the zero order model as a null model. For comparisons between the
different order models, we find the regularised first- and second- order model for the training dataset and denote
this likelihood as l̂(π|Dtrain). We then perform a likelihood ratio test, using the log-likelihood ratio statistic (LLR):

LLR = 2l̂(π(j)
r |Dtrain)− 2l̂(π(0)

r |Dtrain)

where π
(j)
r is regularised jth order model. We compare to the χ2 distribution for the number of non-zero pa-801

rameters in π. With regard to the test dataset, we then use HyperTraPS to estimate logP (Dtest|π(j)
r ) providing802

a measure of predictive capability of the jth order regularised model. This is an intuitive option for measuring803

performance as it is not guaranteed that a given transition from s → t should end at t – there may be multiple804

pathways. Therefore, the overall largest likelihood (logP (Dtest|π(j)
r )) across competing j models for the test805

dataset will be monotonically related with better parameterisations.806

Testing and validating HyperTraPS with differing data structures, volumes, and priors807

In this section we investigate HyperTraPS’ capacity to learn pathway structures by varying several features of808

the synthetic datasets used in the main text. Fig. 3 in the main text provides central aspects of this investigation;809
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Supplementary Figure S3 involves different relatednesses of observations; Supplementary Figure S4 provides810

posteriors for the investigation of different numbers of competing pathways; Supplementary Figure S5 provides811

probabilistic feature graphs for the use of prior information.812

Both quantitative and structural prior information about models can be included in HyperTraPS. Quantitative813

information (for example, the acquisition of one feature scaling the acquisition probability of another) can readily814

be included through applying an appropriate prior distribution on the corresponding element of the transition815

matrix. Simple structural information, such as forbidding one transition before another, can also readily be816

captured by setting priors on the corresponding parameters.817

Prior information can also be incorporated where an underlying tree structure of precedence between fea-818

tures is known. We denote this the prior tree. In order to incorporate such information, we wish to avoid param-819

eterisations of π that would violate the ordering described within a prior tree. In order to prohibit transitions in820

the second-order L2 parameterisation system, for a given edge in the prior tree a → b, we enforce a prior with821

low basal probabilities for the acquisition of b (in proportion to the depth of b from the root in the prior tree). That822

is, spontaneous acquisition of states below the root in the prior tree is enforced to be highly unlikely. We then823

enforce a prior with off-diagonal elements so that the acquisition of a compensates this low basal probability on824

the acquisition of b. Hence, other features aside from a remain unable to affect the acquisition of b, but once the825

precedent feature a is acquired, then b may be acquired.826

To demonstrate this approach, consider a prior tree with edges: R → 1 → 2;R → 3, for L = 3, where R827

corresponds to the root of the prior tree. Starting from a uniform prior U(−m,m) on all elements of π, we enforce828

three prior requirements. First, π22 < πii−∆ for all i 6= 2 (enforcing low basal acquisition for feature 2). Second,829

π12 ≥ ∆ (allowing the acquisition of feature 1 to ‘rescue’ this low basal rate). Third, πi2 = 0 for all i 6= 1 (allowing830

no other acquisitions to ‘rescue’ the low basal rate). In this way, we ensure an acquisition probability of 2 prior831

to 1 or 3 is suppressed by a factor of e∆. In practise we have used ∆ = dm/l, where d is the depth of a feature832

in the prior tree, m as above is the range of the original uniform prior, and l is the maximum depth of the prior833

tree.834

Additional synthetic cross-sectional dataset835

In this section, we illustrate the inference, regularisation and predictions with a third cross-sectional dataset836

D3. This dataset can be considered a composite of previous synthetic sets D1 and D2, such that new set D3 is837

the linear combination D3 = 2D1 +D2. In this case, we have a dominant progression underlying the dataset but838

with a substantial minority contribution from an alternative pathway.839

In Supplementary Figure S6 A, the structure of this additional cross-sectional dataset is depicted. Sup-840

plementary Figure S6 B, C and D indicate that HyperTraPS can infer the two distinct progressions and the841

proportion with which these progressions occur within the data. For example, in the density plots, feature i = 0842

is acquired three times as frequently as feature i = 7 in for step j = 0.843

In Supplementary Figure S7 A and Supplementary Figure S7 B, we show the results of regularisation and844

the outputs of the validation methodology: the first order model can be observed to be a better predictor than845

the null model (it captures the dominant progression) as seen with larger and significant log-likelihoods for the846

full and training datasets. The second order and regularised second order models perform much better still by847

having the ability to capture both the dominant and secondary progressions present in the dataset, as illustrated848

in the validation methodology by the much larger associated likelihoods.849

Alternative interpretation of inferred acquisition orderings (‘Walk Simulation 2’)850

In STAR Methods above we introduced a protocol for using samples from the posterior of L(π|D) to illustrate851

the order in which features are acquired. We denoted this process Walk Simulation 1 (WS1) as simulations from852

{0}L to {1}L are performed with the feature i acquired at step j being recorded as a proportion fij . As a feature853

is a always gained in each step, and all features are gained at some stage during this simulation process, the two854

properties
∑

k fkj = 1 and
∑

k fik = 1 both hold. We illustrated the result of this simulation using a histogram855

for the matrix fij with kernel density estimates overlaid for each feature.856

An alternative simulation protocol is to only simulate trajectories corresponding to transitions that are ob-
served in the dataset. In other words, rather than assuming random walkers proceed from 0L to 1L, we simulate
a set of walkers between each pair of source and target states si, ti in the dataset, relaxing the requirement that
walkers start at 0L and end at 1L. We denote this process Walk Simulation 2 (WS2). For WS2, we can consider
fij as the probability:

fij ≈ P (feature i is gained at step j|s = {0}L → t = {1}L)

where s is the source state and t is the target state of the set of random walks. Summation over the rows or857

columns of fij no longer hold as there is no guarantee in the data that a feature is acquired at a given step j or858

that every feature i is acquired in each random walk.859
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The main distinction between WS1 and WS2 is the following: WS1 infers trajectories, informed by data, that860

start at {0}L and acquire all features to reach {1}L. WS2 restricts the inference to the region ‘covered’ by the set861

of transitions observed in the dataset. Therefore, WS1 provides a readout of a complete process of acquisition862

(so may be more appropriate for analysis in systems where this is the expected outcome), while WS2 gives a863

readout of trajectories without extrapolating beyond the limits of observed states (and may be more appropriate864

if the walks are not believed to go to completion).865

We plot the densities for WS1 and WS2 in Supplementary Figure S8 for two datasets from the main text,866

synthetic set (ii) and the tuberculosis dataset. As a result of this different approach, there are three key differ-867

ences. First, posterior probabilities are rescaled according to how much a trait is ‘covered’ by observations. This868

is seen, for example, in feature 1 (and feature 16) in Supplementary Figure S8 A. Here, under WS1, early and869

late acquisitions of the feature are inferred to be equally likely, as walks are inferred to always run to completion.870

Under WS2, the number of walks that run to completion is lower (only some observations include ‘complete’871

acquisition). The early acquisition mode is then inferred to be more likely, with a balancing probability that the872

feature is not acquired.873

Secondly, with WS1, as the process starts from {0}L, for a single random walk, the transitions observed874

in the dataset are not guaranteed to be reached by random walkers. This means that the overall inferred875

parameterisations across the entire dataset may not lead to transitions in the dataset being encountered for a876

finite ensemble of random walks. As a result, the WS1 process does not allow us to directly consider solely the877

acquisitions between states in the original transition datasets. By exactly considering these transitions, WS2878

allows this data to be examined using the parameterisations that have been sampled across the entire dataset879

allowing for a different type of inference. A clear example of this is seen in Supplementary Figure S8 B for880

feature PembA or PethA that are rarely encountered in the window of acquisition where they are acquired in the881

dataset, illustrated by the strikingly different distributions for WS1 and WS2.882

Thirdly, there is no density observed in the grey regions for WS2 due to there being no transitions in the883

dataset ‘covering’ these regions, so no transitions performed with WS2 record any density there. In Supple-884

mentary Figure S8 B, in application to the tuberculosis dataset, the lack of WS2 density in the grey regions is885

apparent. In addition, there is clearly observable multimodality in WS2. Multimodality in WS1 is indicative of886

a feature belonging to multiple progressions that may include an absence of acquisition if the trajectory does887

not terminate. In contrast, multimodality in WS2 is indicative of multiple progressions where multiple orders of888

acquisition of a given feature are directly observed in the data. A striking example is PethA where in WS1 the889

predominant visible mode of acquisition is in the grey region towards the end of all possible acquisitions, while890

in WS2, the acquisition is observed in two distinct regions at step j = 5 and step j = 10, suggesting that the891

transition data contains multiple types of progression where PethA is acquired. This is also clearly the case for892

other features such as PembA, PinhA, ethA and RRDR.893

We introduced WS2 here as a supplementary form of enquiry of the posteriors that can potentially reveal894

additional inferences about the underlying progressions from which the data may be derived. In the next section,895

we look in more detail at the assumptions, types of progressions and the outputs in the plots we have used for896

the inference in order to motivate intuition further.897

Implicit assumptions and interpretation of parameterisations898

Here we consider several features of datasets that may be considered challenges to inference with Hyper-899

TraPS, and illustrate the corresponding outcomes of our approach:900

1. No structure: only in the case of independent feature acquisition and identical frequencies will no sugges-901

tive progression be found, in which case the prior distribution (in this article, uniform across all trajectories)902

will be recovered by the inference process.903

2. Samples from complete and partial progressions: If one or more of the underlying progressions does904

not correspond to a complete walk across the hypercube, transition density in unsampled regions will be905

dictated by extrapolated dynamics or the prior, depending on whether WS1 or WS2 is used. In Supple-906

mentary Figure S9 (i) we illustrate the synthetic dataset (i) for L = 8 but for a progression that now stops907

after gaining feature i = 4. In this case, with no other progressions present in the dataset, we find that908

the remaining features gained in the grey region do so with a uniform distribution over remaining orderings909

(recovering the prior). In Supplementary Figure S10 (ii) we examine the case where there is a complete910

right-left path and a partial left-right path (that ends with feature i = 8 being acquired, which is the start911

of the complete trajectory). Trajectories belonging to the left-right transition in WS1 may be interpreted as912

joining the full right-left path. WS2 does not clearly disambiguate these dynamics – it is not clear whether913

features 5-8 are acquired. WS1, in the bottom right quadrant of the plot, shows some support for the914

beginning of the complete progression beginning after the partial progression ends. Supplementary Fig-915

ure S9 (iii) looks at two partial progressions again illustrating that in the grey region (acquisitions without916

support in the dataset), there can be a mixed signal from the two partial progressions.917
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3. Noisy observations: We consider the influence of noise in observations in Supplementary Figure S10 by918

looking at the single left-right progression conflated with noisy observations (from a cross-sectional dataset919

made up of 10 randomly sampled trajectories). From Supplementary Figure S10 (i)-(iii), the number of920

noisy (random acquisition of traits) observations increases, introducing breadth into the inferred posterior921

around the modal pathway (Supplementary Figure S10 for example). However, even with 50% noisy922

observations in Supplementary Figure S10 (ii), it is possible to clearly recover the modal progression.923

Even for the extreme case, the non-noisy pathway is almost exactly reproduced with the first greedy path924

across the hypercube.925

4. Repeated uniform sampling: When repeated sampling occurs, it can strengthen the inference around926

where traits are acquired. For example, comparing the first four traits of Supplementary Figure S9 (i) and927

Supplementary Figure S10 (i), we can see that the repeated sampling afforded by 10 repeated trajectories928

almost completely removes any density for acquisition off the progression.929

5. Non-uniform sampling across the progression: We consider this assumption in Supplementary Figure930

S11 . When some states are sampled a greater number of times, parameterisations that lead to this931

state will have a stronger ‘signal’ than those where the observation just occurs once. We illustrate this932

important effect with several examples. In all cases we consider the complete left-right progression but933

with the state s = 11110000 sampled 100 times more than the others. In Supplementary Figure S11934

(i) we see this state acts as a ‘gateway’ by removing uncertainty for the acquisition of features present935

in s after s is encountered, and removing uncertainty in acquisition of features absent in s before s is936

encountered. In Supplementary Figure S11 (ii), the right-left progression is also included but with uniform937

sampling. The non-uniform sampling leads to a much greater representation of the left-right progression.938

In Supplementary Figure S11 (iii), two noisy trajectories are now included (only uniform sampling for the939

noisy trajectories). As the noise is uniform, acquisitions before s still clearly resemble the progression,940

while features not present in s become affected by the noise.941

HyperTraPS and cancer progression models942

Understanding pathways of cancer progression is highly complex due to widespread genetic heterogeneity943

at inter-patient, intra-patient and intra-tumour levels. Several methods aim to infer progression dynamics given944

different types and structures of observations (Schwartz and Schäffer, 2017). Additionally, cancer progression945

models can broadly be split into two classes: (i) approaches that consider the multitude of raw ’omic alterations946

that occur during carcinogenesis and (ii) approaches that take such alterations as absent or present (binarised947

data), and utilise description of the data at this level to consider progression. Our work fits within the second948

type of approach where relevant feature subsets have been identified and the presence of absence of such949

features is a measured aspect in samples.950

For understanding variation between patients, no phylogenetic relationship is generally assumed to exist in951

the accumulation of genetic alterations. Key inference methods applied to binary data at the inter-patient level952

that determine feature relationships include Conjunctive Bayes network approaches (Gerstung et al., 2009;953

Beerenwinkel and Sullivant, 2009; Gerstung et al., 2011; Montazeri et al., 2016) and the Tronco packages954

(Loohuis et al., 2014; De Sano et al., 2016), among a wide-range of similar approaches (Beerenwinkel et al.,955

2015; Schwartz and Schäffer, 2017) and date back to oncogenetic tree models introduced by (Desper et al.,956

1999). Recent work by Diaz-Uriarte (2018) suggests that, where complexity in the fitness landscape is present957

such as with the presence of reciprocal sign epistasis, Bayesian network type approaches in feature space may958

have shortcomings in being able to represent genetic pathways effectively due to the assumption of monotonic-959

ity. As we show in the main text, in contrast to other methods that work with absence/presence data, HyperTraPS960

focusses on the process of dynamic acquisition in the full space of binary states. This removes the restrictive961

prior assumption of monotonicity in feature relationships, while presenting tractable parameterisations that in-962

clude interactions between features. The HyperTraPS platform provides a new means for exploring oncogenetic963

data at large-scale, lifting this assumption.964

In this article, we focus on inter-patient observations, for which established and well-studied datasets allow965

‘benchmark’ comparisons between approaches (as in the main text). However, we note that HyperTraPS’ abil-966

ity to infer dynamics from phylogenetically coupled observations also makes it an appropriate platform for the967

emerging field of intra-patient cancer study, where ‘phylogenetic’ with somatic mutations as opposed to solely968

germline relationships between cells must be considered. Recent methods for understanding feature relation-969

ships in single-cell data include SCITE Jahn et al. (2016) and SiFit Zafar et al. (2017), while methods for relating970

the samples phylogenetically in single-cell data and evaluating clonal clusters include OncoNEM (Ross and971

Markowetz, 2016). Zafar et al. (2018) discuss these methods in the context of single cell cancer observations.972

At the intermediate level of attempting to find common relationships in feature space across multiple cancer973

samples in different patients and different tissues, the recent Revolver platform attempts to provide a unifying974

interpretative approach via the method of transfer learning Caravagna et al. (2018), and note that HyperTraPS975
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could be readily applied to compilations of patient specific somatic trees too. In Section 2.6 and STAR Meth-976

ods, we demonstrate that HyperTraPS allows efficient inference of many traits on phylogenies; application of977

HyperTraPS to these cancer ‘phylogenies’, and comparison to these alternative approaches, will be the subject978

of future work.979

Regularisation and model validation for ovarian and tuberculosis datasets980

In STAR methods, we introduced a greedy backward selection process for inducing parsimonious parame-981

terisations from samples of maximum likelihood models and demonstrated the process for an ensemble for the982

synthetic datasets (Fig. 2D). In Supplementary Figure S12 A, plots for the ovarian and tuberculosis datasets983

are also shown with the minimum AIC score at each k from 1000 and 100 (for ovarian and tuberculosis respec-984

tively) unique greedy backward selection procedures for different maximum likelihood parameterisations. The985

AIC score is observed to decrease to a global minimum for each model. First-order models may only have a986

few parameters removed before reaching a minimum, while second order models, depending on the number of987

interactions in the underlying dataset, can have a greater proportion of parameters removed.988

For the ovarian dataset, the global minimum is sharply found at k = 30 following an initial approximately linear989

decrease. Non-monotonic increase in AIC may then be seen, indicating the interacting nature of parameters990

to facilitate inference in this model, and is purely an artefact of the greedy backward selection process. For991

the L = 19 genetic features of the complete tuberculosis dataset, a smoother increase in AIC is observed992

following a global minimum at k = 149 parameters, indicating less strong direct interactions between parameter993

combinations.994

Validation calculations for the model (Supplementary Figure S12 B(i)-(ii)) further support this message. All995

models experience statistically significant support over the null model in terms of the log-likelihood ratio. While996

the first order regularised model has improved predictive power over the null model, the second order regularised997

model provides around twice the increase in log-likelihood compared with the first order model. For the test998

dataset, the second order model has a marginal advantage over the first order model, both producing greater999

likelihoods than the null model. The lack of the same level of improvement from the second order model for the1000

test dataset, indicates that the parameters remaining for the minimum AIC model from the validation set are not1001

sufficient to capture the full heterogeneity of the datasets in these two specific cases.1002

Analysis for specific biological datasets1003

For synthetic, CGH, and tuberculosis datasets, the original data naturally takes the form of presence/absence1004

‘barcodes’ with defined features, and can therefore immediately be used in HyperTraPS.1005

The TCGA study (Bell et al., 2011) includes data on somatic copy-number alterations (SCNAs) from N = 4891006

ovarian carcinoma DNA samples. The authors utilised a focal GISTIC methodology to identify significant peaks1007

of amplification and deletion, and ‘key regions’ of the genome where these SCNAs occurred. For a given1008

observation, GISTIC analysis assigns an amplitude score and a significance level based on comparison to1009

a control observation. We used these data to build a dataset describing whether or not a significant SCNA1010

was found in each of L = 55 chromosomal regions for each patient. We used the authors’ GISTIC-derived1011

magnitudes and significance levels, marking an SCNA as present in region R if an observation was found1012

overlapping with region R for which the GISTIC magnitude exceeded 0.2, the associated p-value was under1013

a conservative genome-wide corrected value of 10−10, and the sign of the SCNA (deletion or amplification)1014

agreed with that found in the original key region analysis. A range of changes in these thresholds for magnitude1015

and significance did not have strong qualitative effects on the structure of the inferred pathways. For the PFG1016

analysis with TCGA data we used the WS2 protocol as described in STAR Methods.1017

In order to consider the data at different coarse grained levels from this full binary dataset, we created the1018

following feature subsets:1019

• Chromosomal-level TCGA-C1: the union of presence/absence aberrations across a given chromosomal1020

arm is considered, leading to L = 55 chromosomal features. These are represented as chromosome1021

number (integer), chromosome arm (p/q) and amplification or deletion (+/-)1022

• High significance chromosomal-level TCGA-C2: where we consider the subset of chromosomal positions1023

reported in Fig. 1c of Bell et al. (2011) in particular due to the authors indication that these were of greater1024

significance. This led to a dataset with L = 27 features.1025

We consider HyperTraPS and Bayesian network analysis of TCGA-C2 in the main text. In Supplementary1026

Figure S13 we demonstrate HyperTraPS inferences with TCGA-C1, across all chromosomal arms and key1027

amplifications. Ordering histograms for the features for random walks with WS1 (blue) and WS2 (orange) are1028

depicted with features ordered vertically by mean acquisition step. The inferred order of acquisition is highly1029

heterogeneous, with early acquisitions observed in previously well known chromosomal regions (for example,1030
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8q+, 3q+, 5q-). There is some multimodality observed in the WS1 and WS2 indicating multiple competing1031

pathways. However, the dominant inferences are with respect to early and late acquisition at this large-scale1032

level of description.1033

In Supplementary Figure S14 , as described in the Main Text, we demonstrate the limited effect of phyloge-1034

netic structure in the tuberculosis dataset on the overall posterior structure.1035

Likelihood comparison of HyperTraPS with alternative Bayesian network approaches1036

In this section, we make a direct comparison of the likelihoods computed by the Bayesian network models1037

compared with HyperTraPS. For the likelihoods to be comparable, we must include the additional probability of1038

a random walk that leads to a target state emitting a signal in that target state by incorporating the Pemit({0}L, ti)1039

for each ti ∈ Dtransitions. In this case, if signal emission is equally probable across all states, for every sample an1040

additional factor of 1/(L+ 1) must be included for each sample given an irreversible walk from {0}L to {1}L may1041

occupy (L+ 1) states. This is discussed in further detail in Johnston and Williams (2016).1042

Supplementary Table S1 provides a comparison of the maximum likelihood output of each model. Hyper-1043

TraPS produces a similar maximum likelihood to the trained Bayesian network models for dataset D1, while1044

attaining greater likelihoods for datasets D2 and D3 from the ability to capture the competing pathways present1045

in this dataset. For the ovarian dataset, the regularised (AIC criterion) maximum likelihoods are provided for1046

Capri and HyperTraPS, while the maximum likelihood for CBN output is shown. HyperTraPS again attains the1047

largest maximum likelihood. However, it should be noted that Capri model records a lower model complexity1048

making the AIC scores of similar magnitude.1049

Additional interpretation of findings for tuberculosis dataset1050

Additional comparisons can be made between the inferred order of polymorphism acquisition in Fig. 71051

and Supplementary Figure S8 B and the findings of by Casali et al. (2014). Of the L = 19 features used for1052

the analysis, we pick a subset here that provide interesting discussion points with regard to co-associations1053

discussed by the authors. These points demonstrate the ability of HyperTraPS to provide quantitative support1054

for existing hypotheses, and to suggest new avenues of mechanistic research, in complex biological systems.1055

• Drug-resistance and fitness compensatory mutations: Of the L = 19 features, the first 16 correspond to1056

the drug-resistant polymorphisms within genes or in the promoter regions. The last three (rpoA, rpoB and1057

rpoC are nonsynonymous SNPs within RNA polymerase genes. The authors considered the occurrence1058

of compensatory mutations in rpoA and rpoC in response to drug-resistance polymorphism in rpoB. WS21059

reveals an acquisition ordering with rpoB and RRDR being acquired prior to rpoC, suggesting a compen-1060

satory effect follows drug-resistance mutations in this case, while rpoA is acquired primarily in some cases1061

and then typically later with similar acquisition patterns to rpoC.1062

• Genetic sites particularly associated with adaptive selection: Highly polymorphic genes conferring resis-1063

tance are known to be embB, pncA, ethA (Casali et al., 2014). Interestingly these polymorphisms occur at1064

a wide range of orderings within the inferred orderings, illustrative of their flexibility and why they may be1065

particularly polymorphic – they can play different roles in different progressions.1066

• Transmissibility of drug-resistance: With respect to transmissibility Casali et al. (2014) suggest that katG1067

is prior to RRDR, which is supported in the top two greedy paths highlighted in the hypercube plot in the1068

main text Fig. 7.1069

Here we make a direct comparison of the order in which mutations are acquired with Simmap, which takes1070

the form of a continuous time Markov model with mater equation approach to acquiring characters that belong to1071

leaves on a phylogeny. This approach runs into computational issues when the number of states under evolution1072

grows large (only tractable in short run times for the tuberculosis up to L ≈ 5). This is in contrast to HyperTraPS1073

which can handle the full L = 19 traits.1074

As an illustration of compatibility with this alternative approach, we restrict the tuberculosis dataset to L = 31075

features (katG, PinhA and RRDR) with the full set of isolates and enforce single irreversible acquisitions as1076

transitions within the Simmap model in order to make direct comparisons with HyperTraPS. In Supplementary1077

Figure S15 A, we show the output for the density of order of acquisition from simulated rate matrices outputted1078

by Simmap with the hypercubic restriction imposed and irreversibility. Alongside in Supplementary Figure S151079

we show the result for WS2 with HyperTraPS (as the transitions performed with Simmap are to the sample data1080

and do not fully acquire all features as is the case with WS1). The plots are in close agreement, providing good1081

validation that HyperTraPS generates results consistent with current platforms.1082
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HyperTraPS: Inferring probabilistic patterns of trait acquisition in evolutionary and disease progression
pathways

Supplementary Figures & Tables
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Dataset Maximum regularized
likelihood with Capri

Maximum likelihood with
CBN

Maximum likelihood with
HyperTraPS

Synthetic D1 -16.64 -17.52 -16.64
Synthetic D2 -46.97 -48.96 -41.59
Synthetic D3 -88.81 -86.05 -80.04
Ovarian CGH -356.57* -380.01 -347.72*

Table S1: Maximum likelihood values for Capri, CBN and HyperTraPS outputs with each synthetic cross-sectional dataset and
ovarian CGH dataset. Where there is a single progression (dataset D1) all models reproduce the similar maximum likelihoods. Where
there is more than a single progression (datasets D2 and D3), the additional stochastic flexibility available in HyperTraPS parameterisations
allows models with larger maximum likelihoods to be recovered. For the ovarian dataset, HyperTraPS and Capri both have likelihoods
compared in regularised forms (denoted with asterisks), with HyperTraPS again attaining the largest likelihood. It should be noted however,
that the model complexity of the Capri model is less than that for HyperTraPS in this case, leading to a lower AIC score (not shown above).

Inputs

Transition data

Training and validation data

Observation data, linkage and 
assumptions

HyperTraPS parametric inference 
algorithm

Random walk simulations leading 
to Transition Graph in state space

Regularisation and model 
selection

Outputs

Parameterised hypercubes 
from Bayesian posterior

Regularised maximum 
likelihood parameterisations

Visualisation of transition 
graph

Feature ordering posteriors

Probabilistic Feature Graph

Fig. S1: (related to ‘HyperTraPS pipeline’) An illustration of the pipeline from inputs to outputs with the underlying inference,
application and description methods within HyperTraPS.
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Fig. S2: (related to ‘Tractable parameterisations of hypercube’) Tractable parameterisations and regularisation. A full irreversible directed
hypercube is parameterised by edge set W and contains L2L−1 edges. We define three orders of model (zero order, first order and second
order) for reducing the parameter space and regularised models (first order regularised and second order regularised). The zero-, first- and
second- order models are nested in the sense that a second order model can capture the first order model (interaction terms all set to unity)
and the first order model can capture the zero order model (all basal terms set to unity). In the example above, for L = 3, the 12 edges of
the full hypercube (A-K) are reduced down to combinations of a set of 9 parameters (a-i). The advantage becomes clear for larger L. At
L = 16, over 500,000 edge weights are reduced to just 256 parameters for the second order model. Regularisation harnesses structure in
the data to further reduce model complexity. We utilise a greedy backward selection process to identify which parameters may be removed
(set to the value of the zero order model, unity) and decrease a criterion, which we choose to be the Akaike Information Criterion. In the
illustration above, for the first order regularised model, parameter a is set to unity and, for the second order regularised model, parameters a
and g are both set to unity (as would be the case in a zero order model) with the consequent impact on the hypercube edge weights shown.
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Fig. S3: (related to ‘Testing and validating HyperTraPS with differing data structures, volumes, and priors’) HyperTraPS inference with
different data types. The results of HyperTraPS inference using the L = 16 two-pathway synthetic system in the main text, where
observations are cross-sectional, longitudinal, or phylogenetically linked. Pathways are readily recovered; posteriors are slightly sharper for
cross-sectional data, as each observation is independent and thus provides more evidence than the coupled observations under the other
two modes.
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Fig. S4: (related to ‘Testing and validating HyperTraPS with differing data structures, volumes, and priors’) HyperTraPS inference with
different numbers of competing pathways. Posteriors corresponding to the hypercube plots in Fig. 3A, using different L = 16 synthetic
systems like those in the main text, but supporting different numbers p > 2 of competing paths, with N = 16p observations. Four and eight
pathways are readily discerned; sixteen independent pathways poses more of a challenge, although posterior density is still aligned with
the synthetic pathways.

Fig. S5: (related to ‘Testing and validating HyperTraPS with differing data structures, volumes, and priors’) HyperTraPS inference including
prior information on pathway structure. Probabilistic feature graphs corresponding to the inclusion of prior knowledge in Fig. 3C.
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B. Inferred posteriors on pathways
through state space

A. Synthetic observations from known models

C. Summary of acquisition ordering

D. Summary of acquisition relationships

Fig. S6: (related to ‘Additional synthetic cross-sectional dataset’) HyperTraPS inference with additional synthetic dataset. (A) The
structure of this synthetic dataset, supporting two competing pathways with features in different orders and with a likelihood ratio of 3:1
between the opposing orderings. (B) Inferred dynamics on the hypercubic transition graph. The two competing pathways are recovered in
proportion to the amount they are observed in the dataset (the ratio of 3:1). (C) Inferred dynamics represented as the posterior probability
that a feature (horizontal axis) is acquired at a given step (vertical axis), with bi-modality in proportion to the prevalence of each pathway.
(D) Inferred dynamics represented as a graph summarising trait acquisition relationships. An edge from node i to node j suggests that trait
i is acquired in the previous step before the acquisition of trait j. Again, two clear directions oaf acquisition can be seen with edge weights
in proportion to their frequency in the underlying cross-sectional datasets.
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Fig. S7: (related to ‘Additional synthetic cross-sectional dataset’) Regularisation and validation for the additional synthetic dataset.
(A) Regularisation of the second order model (orange) leads to many fewer parameters than the full L2 but still greater than the first order
model’s L = 16 due to the two paths being present, necessitating interactions between features. (B) Regularised model selection and
validation illustrates that the regularised first order model does better than the null model due to the full ordering of the dominant pathway
that it is able to capture. The regularised second order model, however, results in much larger likelihoods still as it is able to capture both
paths from the data. (C) Pathway structure remains well captured by the regularised model.
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Fig. S8: (related to ‘Alternative interpretation of inferred acquisition orderings’) Comparison between WS1 and WS2 represented for
the cross-sectional dataset (ii) (A) and tuberculosis (B) from the main text. The blue bars are illustrate density corresponding to
acquisitions with WS1 and the orange bars density for acquisitions with WS2. Kernel density estimates are overlaid to guide the eye.
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Fig. S9: (related to ‘Implicit assumptions and interpretation of parameterisations’) HyperTraPS inference in the presence of partial
and multiple progressions. Three datasets are considered: (i) A single partial progression (1,2,3,4); (ii) A single partial progression
(1,2,3,8) and a complete second progression (8,7,6,5,4,3,2,1); and (iii) Two partial progressions (1,2,3,4) and (8,7). In each case: (A)
shows the dataset structure (dataset plots); (B) The inferred paths on the hypercube with samples from the second order posterior and
WS1 simulations (hypercube plots). Orange vertices are observed in the dataset, while blue ones are not; and (C) The corresponding
histograms for WS1 and WS2 (histogram plots). For (i), the partial progression is inferred following by uniform acquisitions in line with the
prior expectation. In the hypercube plots, paths on the hypercube are seen to diverge with equal proportion in this region illustrating this
point. For (ii), the hypercube plot highlights the ability to infer both progressions. The longer path has greater weight due to an increased
number of observations associated. The greedily labelled paths show an interesting feature where at the end of the partial progression, as
the last feature is the first feature of the complete progression, the pattern of acquisition seen in the second progression is ‘predicted’ to
occur in continued acquisition. This is visible in the histogram plot by the asymmetric density in WS1 flowing from feature i = 7 for the fifth
feature acquired onwards. For (iii) with two partial progressions, the two paths are clearly distinguished in the hypercube plot with the same
property of the progressions continuing on from each other after each partial progression is completed, eventually joining together after the
sixth feature is acquired. The spread of other states encountered highlights the stochastic nature of the platform’s predictions.
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Fig. S10: (related to ‘Implicit assumptions and interpretation of parameterisations’) HyperTraPS inference in the presence of noisy
samples. (i) One complete progression with ten samples from each state instead of a single sample (|D| = 10L compared to |D| = L).
(ii) Five out of the ten trajectories part of the dataset involved the features being randomly acquired instead of the left-right progression. (iii)
Nine out of the ten trajectories part of the dataset involved the features being randomly acquired instead of the left-right progression. The
figure structure mirrors that of Supplementary Figure S9 . For (i), the hypercube plot and histogram plot shows more tightly defined paths
due the ten-fold increase in data supporting the primary pathway, pushing the posterior towards the maximum likelihood parameterisation.
In (ii), the introduction of this noise is visible but does not obscure the dominant non-noisy progression from being disambiguated. (iii) For
(iii), the introduction of the uniform noise has a significant effect on the nature of paths observed across the hypercube, although even in
this case it should be noted the appearance of the first greedy path being almost identical in structure to the non-noisy path structure.
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Fig. S11: (related to ‘Implicit assumptions and interpretation of parameterisations’) HyperTraPS inference in the presence of non-
uniform sampling. In each of (i)-(iii) the state s = 11110000 is sampled 100 times more than all other samples. (i) Only the single left-right
progression. (ii) The single left-right progression with the non-uniform sampled middle state is present and a second progression with
uniform sampling from right-left. (iii) Same as (ii) but a single noisy progression is added in each direction. The figure structure mirrors that
of Supplementary Figure S9 and Supplementary Figure S10 . For (i), the oversampled state acts as a gateway with uncertainty remaining
in the regions where acquisition occurs before and after the gate. For example, f45 ≈ 0 in contrast to Supplementary Figure S9 (a), while
f43 6= 0 as for the uniform case. For (ii), where two progressions are present but only the left-right has oversampling in the middle, due
to the oversampling in the left-right path there is a large bias towards random walks from 0L following this path, as seen by the strength
of corresponding path in the hypercube plot. WS2 allows for this to be accounted for illustrating the other pathway more clearly as the
simulations ensure the right-left progression is visited. For (iii), noise is now introduced for both progressions. As the noise is uniform,
acquisitions before the oversampled state s still resemble the dominant progression, while subsequently the noise clearly affects the order
of acquisition increasing the uniformity of feature acquisition. The right-left progression becomes difficult to distinguish at all due to a lack
of random walks beginning at 0L following this progression. However, the ability for the inference to perform random walks that take this
weaker and noisy second progression is remarkable as observed by the fact orange states from the data associated with the progression
are still encountered.
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Fig. S12: (related to ‘Regularisation and model validation for ovarian and tuberculosis datasets’) Regularisation and model validation for
the ovarian and genetic tuberculosis dataset. (A) Regularisation of the parameterisations for the (i) ovarian dataset and (ii) tuberculosis
genetic dataset (L = 19 genetic sites). Dashed green and orange lines illustrate the minimum AIC found at each value of k over the
ensemble of backward selection processes. Circles illustrate the minimum for each order of model. The second order model is favoured
produces lower AIC scores in both cases. (B) Model validation for the (i) ovarian dataset and (ii) tuberculosis dataset. In each of B(i) and
B(ii), the left-hand plot depicts lower AIC scores for the second order models. The right-hand plots show highly significant second order
regularised models compared to the null model and much larger log-likelihoods on the validation datasets. (C) Transition graphs constructed
from WS1 random walks with the minimum AIC second order regularised models for each dataset.
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Fig. S13: (related to ‘Analysis for specific biological datasets’) Ordering histograms for random walks from posterior samples for the
TCGA-C1 dataset are depicted. Random walks with WS1 (blue) and WS2 (orange) are summarised into feature acquisition proportions
at a given time. The features are ordered by mean acquisition time from WS1. The order of acquisition is highly heterogeneous, with
general trends of early and late acquisition being clearly attributable to each feature. However, there is wide dispersion in the exact time of
acquisition in almost all cases. There is some multimodality observed in the WS1 and WS2 indicating multiple competing pathways.
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Fig. S14: (related to ‘Additional interpretation of findings for tuberculosis dataset’) Tuberculosis pathway inference and phylogenetic
information. (left) The inferred structure of tuberculosis feature acquisitions, given the phylogeny used in the main text. (right) The inferred
structure in the absence of the phylogeny, treating each observation as independent. Most ordering posteriors remain qualitatively similar
to those inferred with phylogenetic information, illustrating their robustness to errors in phylogenetic structure.
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Fig. S15: (related to ‘Additional interpretation of findings for tuberculosis dataset’) Comparison of the tuberculosis dataset analysed with
both HyperTraPS (A) and Simmap (B) on the restricted, tractable set of genetic sites: katG, PinhA and RRDR.
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